
Hello Hugo voters!  

Thanks so much for stopping by. I’m 
Alasdair Stuart, a finalist for this year’s Best 
Fan Writer award and this is my Hugo 
packet. Included you’ll find a cross section of 
the range of my 2019 work. 

A quick note about format. The Best Fan 
Writer Hugo is somewhat unique, in that it 
seeks to honor not a creative work but an 
individual. Last year I learned that Hugo 
voters take a variety of approaches when 
considering what they feel ‘eligible work’ 
includes, along such variables as publication 
market, format and pay rate even where 
token.  

To empower voters in their decision making, I’ve prepared this packet in two 
ways: 

● If you’d like to review everything I selected as outlined below, go for the 
large consolidated file. You’re all set, and happy reading. 
 

● If you wish to be more selective in your consideration, or if a single large 
file doesn’t work for you, I’ve included each selection individually. 

Layouts have been modified for ease of PDF reading. I’ve also included links for 
podcast commentaries in case you would prefer the original audio presentation. 
Please note that many contain content warnings for the underlying story. 

And as mentioned in my 2019 eligibility post, I’ve also listed pay rates, where 
applicable, for every piece. Transparency in the economics of nonfiction writing 
is important to me, and this is me doing my part to raise awareness of this issue. 

Thank you once again, everyone. It’s an honour to be nominated.   

Best wishes, 
Alasdair Stuart   

https://alasdairstuart.com/2020/01/28/2019-eligibility-post/


Alasdair Stuart - Best Fan Writer Nominee 
Voting Packet Contents 

 

The Full Lid (my free weekly pop culture newsletter) 

1. 31st October full issue 

2. 29th November full issue 

3. 30th August full issue 

4. ‘Apollo at 50’ (from the 26th July issue)  

5. ‘Starfish’ (from the 21st June issue)  

6. ‘This Is How You Lose The Time War’ review (from the 16th August issue)  

7. ‘Green Lantern: Far Sector Issue 1’ review (from the 15th November issue)  

 

PseudoPod (I co-own EA, PsueodPod’s publisher) 

8. Commentary on episode 660, ‘Tiny Teeth’ (9th August) 

9. Commentary on episode 663, Birds of Passage’ (1st September) 

10.Commentary on episode 678, ‘The Boy Who Killed His Mother’ 
(6th December) 

11.Commentary on episode 679, ‘The Woman Out of The Attic’ 
(13th December)  

https://pseudopod.org/2019/08/09/pseudopod-660-tiny-teeth/
http://pseudopod.org/2019/09/01/pseudopod-663-birds-of-passage/
https://pseudopod.org/2019/12/06/pp-678-boy-who-killed-his-mother/
https://pseudopod.org/2019/12/13/pseudopod-679-the-woman-out-of-the-attic/


 

Escape Pod (I co-own EA, Escape Pod’s publisher) 

12.Commentary on episode 681, ‘That She Mighty Fly’ (23rd May) 

13.Commentary on episode 710, ‘Requiem Without Sound’ (12th December)  

 

Ditch Diggers (USD$40 per column)  

14. ‘RPGs, I Love You, But You’re Bringing Me Down’ (27th June)  

15. ‘Closed Captions, Open Pockets’ (1st August) 

 

  

Not The Fox News (£15 per column)  

16. ‘Don’t Be Nelson’ (6th May)  

17. ‘The Spielberg/Netflix War’ (6th March) 

https://escapepod.org/2019/05/23/escape-pod-681-that-she-might-fly/
https://escapepod.org/2019/12/12/escape-pod-710-requiem-without-sound/


 

 

 
The Full Lid 

31st October 2019 
 
Happy Horror Christmas everyone! 
 
Yes we're a day early! Yes it's one of the three most wonderful times of the year! 
Yes doing an issue this size on a shorter than usual timetable was very tough but! 
Here! WE! ARE! 
 
Thanks once again to the amazing  Natalie Metzger for the graphic refresh, and 
to Matt Dovey for this week's very special bumpers and colour scheme.  They're 
both extraordinary talents. Go give them attention, kudos and money to do more 
things. 
 
So, I'm Alasdair Stuart, a professionally enthusiastic pop culture 
analyst , podcaster, 2019 Best Fan Writer Hugo finalist and BFS award finalist for 
this very newsletter. Here's what we do here; every Friday, around 5, you get all the 
details of the fun, clever or often all of the above pieces of pop culture I've 
encountered in the week. If you like what you read,  the archive and sign up link are 
here . Please share it but if you do please tell folks how to subscribe and where you 
got it.  Also if you want to buy me a coffee, that would be amazing. 

 
This is a BUMPER issue, so let's jump straight in. 

 

   

https://twitter.com/minitotoro
https://twitter.com/mattdoveywriter
https://twitter.com/AlasdairStuart
http://wwwalasdairstuart.com/
http://wwwalasdairstuart.com/
http://escapeartists.net/
http://www.thehugoawards.org/2019/04/2019-hugo-award-1944-retro-hugo-award-finalists/#more-3388
https://www.britishfantasysociety.org/news/british-fantasy-awards-2019/
https://us8.campaign-archive.com/home/?u=a0e2b590b7db9ab7d2927942c&id=081050ec85
https://us8.campaign-archive.com/home/?u=a0e2b590b7db9ab7d2927942c&id=081050ec85
https://ko-fi.com/alasdair
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Satanic Panic 
From the moment the pounding John Carpenter-esque soundtrack begins to the 
final, triumphant spray of profanity,  Satanic Panic sits in the middle of the row, 
eating popcorn and laughing uproariously. There's a soul souffle, real time 
divination using human guts, a tree monster, an orgy, rabbits. it is a whole Thing. 
And a Fun Thing too. 



 
Hayley Griffith plays Sam Craft, a broke singer with a boyfriend on the wrong side of 
the world. The only job she can get is pizza delivery. The only problem is that her 
gas money has just been taken as a 'deposit' on her thermo-bag. So, with nothing 
to lose she grabs an order from S Town, outside their zone. S, or Scrooge Town, is 
all McMansions, no tipping and suburban angst. It's also, as one of her colleagues 
points out, just a hotbed of, well, hot beds. 'You go to S-Town a delivery boy. You 
leave as a Delivery MAN' is an early standout line. 
 
Sam goes. Sam is not tipped. Sam runs out of gas. So Sam goes back, ready to 
pass the helmet and walks right into a pep talk from Danica Ross (Rebecca Romijn). 
Danica is confident, go getting, possibly immortal, definitely a witch. Danica is 
looking for a virgin. Sam...doesn't like to talk about it. The battle lines get drawn 
anyway. 

 

 
 

 

 
If you asked me 'How much of this movie is basically Rebecca Romijn in a 
variety of amazing outfits doing that thing she does where she's 
simultaneously cheery and clearly BLOODY FURIOUS?' my answer would be: 
'Very nearly enough.' She is SO much fun as Danica, a (possibly alive since the 
Viking era) witch intent on bringing Baphomet into the world and just 
absolutely done with her Valley coven. She's Gordon Gekko with better hair, 
Granny Weatherwax with an Amex card. Not so much stealing the movie as 
effortlessly buying the development company and arranging for 'accidents' for 
her competitors, Danica is just astonishingly good fun every time she's on 



screen. Romijn's husband, Jerry O'Connell also continues the 
Romijn/O'Connell household tradition of cameos where he gets his ass 
kicked and clearly has a blast. Honestly, the fact Hart to Hart or The Thin 
Man hasn't been rebooted with these two yet is beyond me. 
 
Griffith is the other high point, playing Sam with the exact combination of 
chirpy good nature and seething resentment she needs. She's got a great 
sense of deadpan comic timing and a willingness to jump headlong into the 
physicality of the role that helps immensely. Sam's tougher than she thinks and 
less patient than she feels and the moment where those two collide in a 
massive, rolling string of profanity that would make  Melissa McCarthy proud, is 
glorious. 
 
The movie is never less than fun, often great, but the second act has a lot of 
juggling to do. You get the blue collar vs S-Town narrative, Sam slowly 
realizing just how much trouble she's in, coven politics and some wonderfully 
gunky special effects. Plus, in Rubi Modine as Danica's definitely-not-virginal 
daughter, the movie takes a very different and interesting spin on a classic 
character trope. There are lots of plates spinning but they do all pay off 
brilliantly in the third act, There, Hendrix and director Chelsea Stardust pull off 
two separate swerves, both of which land with surprising impact. This, it turns 
out, really is an S-Town world. But Sam is smart, and lucky, enough to find her 
way out the other side of it. 
 
Satanic Panic is FUN, in a way that only horror movies can be. It's inventive, 
funny, anchored by three great performances and a killer third act. It strains the 
form to breaking point and beyond, creating a new, better shape for this kind 
of horror.  If you can, see it in a double with  Ready Or Not. 
 
Satanic Panic is available to buy now. 

 
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wn5BjiuXeBk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wn5BjiuXeBk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ilNUh4L0OhA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mqpO6mx8WCE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mqpO6mx8WCE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=liHBA3-oydo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZtYTwUxhAoI


 

 
 

 

 

Unholy Trinity with Grady 
Hendrix 

 
First horror movie that influenced you? 
When I was about 6, at Peter Mansfield’s birthday party, his mom put on a 
tape of the Disney movie  Darby O’Gill and the Little People. Supposedly a 
sprightly tale of Irish enchantment and tiny leprechauns, it also has a banshee 
who appears at the end of the movie, wailing like a lost soul, moving like 
something out of a nightmare. It reduced everyone in the room to hysterical 
tears, myself included. I’ve never recovered. 
 
Favorite unsung blue collar horror hero?  
Chief Brody in Jaws (the movie, not the book). This guy is a model of law 
enforcement, and should be a hero to small town cops everywhere. He 
overcomes his fear of water, risks being fired, and puts his life on the line just 
to make sure people can swim safely. He’s also got a killer tan. 
 
The one horror movie, besides Satanic Panic, everyone should see.  
Without a doubt the greatest horror movie ever made is Return of the Living 
Dead. It’s a perfect movie, delivering on every single one of its promises, if not 
over-delivering. Plus, it has a sitting president cast as the big bad who racks 
up a higher body count than any of the onscreen zombies. It’s a perfect 
balance of humor and horror and has been proven to reverse the effects of 
aging in its viewers. 
 
Thanks so much to Grady for turning the questions around on a ludicrously 
tight time table. Find him here on Twitter. 

 
 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X86llfo2Aoo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U1fu_sA7XhE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U1fu_sA7XhE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U1fu_sA7XhE
https://twitter.com/grady_hendrix


 

 
 

 

 
For years people have asked me what inspired my hosting style. I've always told them the 

same thing; the Man in Black, Radio 4's deathless bringer of horrors in all his myriad 
forms. Urbane, darkly funny, rather too aware of the story. Always with a good last word. 

It's true, I love that show.  
 

But there is another. 
 

Presented for the approval of you, the legend of Sir Simon Milligan. Master of Funk. AND 
EVIL! 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rADdKqPNdaM


 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Lady from the Black Lagoon 
Milicent Patrick is the only woman to design an iconic Universal Monster, the 
creature from the black lagoon . But when screenwriter, producer and lifetime 
horror fan Mallory O'Meara began to try and find out more about Milicent, she 
discovered a decades old conspiracy of silence that spoke directly to her own 
career in Hollywood. 
 
The story O'Meara uncovers is startling in it's depth and breadth. Milicent, it 
turns out, was the daughter of one of the men who built  Hearst Castle. She 

https://www.imdb.com/name/nm0665900/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=svyPswixryM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=svyPswixryM
https://twitter.com/malloryomeara
http://hearstcastle.org/


was a keen actress but remained predominantly in background roles. She 
co-developed an art style that was used in key moments of Fantasia and was 
one of the animators on this astonishing, iconic piece of work. She 
designed  this guy for God's sake. All of that gets her a spot in Valhalla and 
that's before we even get to her epochal work on the Creature. Yet  she's still a 
relative unknown. And as O'Meara discovers why, it becomes clear there are 
parallels between their careers that run deeper than their shared love for 
monsters. 
 
O'Meara has been in the same trenches Milicent has and uses Milicent's 
experiences to contextualize her own and explore how the systemic 
discrimination she faced continues to this day. This isn't just honest, it's 
searing, unblinking self examination and exploration. One of the book's 
strongest sections reveals not only why Milicent was blacklisted (In essence, 
for the crime of being a woman in charge of talent and opinions) but also 
explores her own reaction to that, and O'Meara's response to that reaction. 
The sheer strength of will required to look at your personal response to a 
situation like this, articulate, question it and incorporate it into your book is 
incredible and O'Meara does exactly that. This is Milicent's story, certainly, but 
it's O'Meara's journey. She uses Milicent as a map point to trace her own path 
as a female creative, the ways she's been stifled, the ways she's worked 
around that, all of it with the same clear eye, enthusiasm and compassion. 
She's our guide into this world that has been so carefully edited out of 
existence, discovering as we discover, reacting as we react. The end result is 
not only a book that contextualizes itself in real time but an unblinking look into 
O'Meara's own creative and deductive process. To say this is brave is an 
understatement. It's honest, gripping, funny, inclusive writing of a sort 
everyone tries for and very few achieve. O'Meara, knocks it out of the park on 
page one and never stops swinging. Milicent wouldn't either. 
 
The Lady from the Black Lagoon is a modern classic of film history shining a 
light on a remarkably prolific, versatile creative who has been lost to the sands 
of time and small minded male ego. It's also a snapshot of Hollywood as it was 
and far too often still is. Turned another way, it's a map of life as a female 
creative, a salute to a heroine of film and a story about what happens when we 
chase down our heroines and find they were, somehow, even more remarkable 
than we'd dared hope. Endlessly witty, informative, funny and inspiring, it's an 
absolute must for anyone with even the slightest interest in the field. 
 
The Lady from the Black Lagoon is available now 
  

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SLCuL-K39eQ
https://universalmonsters.fandom.com/wiki/Metaluna_Mutant


 

 

 
 

 

 

Unholy Trinity with Mallory 
O'Meara 

 
What's the one horror bok, fiction or nonfiction, you'd gift to someone 
new to the field? 
For a brand new horror newbie, I'd have to give them a copy of Shirley 
Jackson's THE HAUNTING OF HILL HOUSE. When you're new to horror, you 
need to meet the queen. 
 
What other horror/film history titles would you recommend? 
MONSTER, SHE WROTE by Lisa Kroger and Melanie Anderson is a brilliant 
book on the history of female horror authors. It's essential for any horror 
reader. I've also been recommending Sady Doyle's  DEAD BLONDES AND BAD 
MOTHERS left and right. Doyle examines society's fear of female power and 
how that's affected our horror films, mythology and folklore. It's absolutely 
brilliant. 
  
Is there a make-up and special effects artist or house working now whose 
work embodies similar aesthetics to Milicent's? 
There are so many! So many incredible female special effects and makeup 
artists are just crushing it right now. I'm a big fan of makeup artist Fernanda 
Machado (aka Pompberry), whose work is so innovative. There's also 
filmmaker and fashion designer Micheline Pitt, creator of VIXEN. Pitt designs 
clothes that would make Milicent (and all other monster girls) swoon, all while 
being a pillar of the female horror fan community.  
 
Thanks so much to Mallory for turning the questions around on a tiny 
timeline.  Find her here on Twitter and find the amazing podcast she co hosts 
with Brea Grant, here. 

https://wordery.com/monster-she-wrote-lisa-kroeger-9781683691389?cTrk=MTYzNzYyODE4fDVkYmFlODVjODk3MTA6MToxOjVkYmFlNzExYzMzMTkzLjEzMTA0NzczOmNmYjI4YzFi
https://wordery.com/dead-blondes-and-bad-mothers-sady-doyle-9781612197920?cTrk=MTYzNzYyODM2fDVkYmFlODZhN2Q0ZWM6MToxOjVkYmFlNzExYzMzMTkzLjEzMTA0NzczOmRiMzk1NWQ3
https://wordery.com/dead-blondes-and-bad-mothers-sady-doyle-9781612197920?cTrk=MTYzNzYyODM2fDVkYmFlODZhN2Q0ZWM6MToxOjVkYmFlNzExYzMzMTkzLjEzMTA0NzczOmRiMzk1NWQ3
https://www.instagram.com/pompberry/?hl=en
https://www.michelinepitt.com/?gclid=EAIaIQobChMIpa7H99PG5QIVgrHtCh2dhAO-EAAYASAAEgLYJfD_BwE
https://www.michelinepitt.com/
https://twitter.com/malloryomeara
https://twitter.com/ReadingGPodcast
https://twitter.com/ReadingGPodcast


 
 

 

 
SIR SIMON! HECUBUS! GANDAR! 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KzR2Nt869tk


 
 

 

 

A Lush and Seething Hell 
John Hornor Jacobs wields language the same way a conductor wields a 
baton, a painter wields a brush, a surgeon a scalpel. In these two extraordinary 
novellas, he explores the concepts of folk and cosmic horror, where they 
collide and the fragile humans that are always both the cogs that connect them 
and the first thing they destroy. 
  

"The Sea Dreams It Is the Sky" opens the loose duology and sets Jacobs' stall 
out with sun-drenched, narrow eyed flair. Magera is a fictional South American 
country whose exiles have scattered across the world. Two meet in Spain, a 
poet named Avendaño and a teacher named Isabel. They become friends the 
same way a bruise slowly changes colour, with neither truly noticing and Isabel 
finds herself by turns deeply annoyed and fascinated by the old man. When he 
is called back to Magera under mysterious circumstances he gifts her the 
guardianship of his flat, suggests that she may want to look at his books and 
mentions he owns a cat 'for her protection.' 
 
Isabel is bored. Isabel is drunk. Isabel slowly, inevitably, circles down towards 
reading his books. What she finds there, what she begins to translate there, is 
life's work, a weapon and a map to somewhere no one wants to go. Jacobs 
continually uses our love of uncertainty and ambiguity to tease out multiple 
readings of just what it is we, and Isabel, are experiencing. There's a CIA man 
who may be a very different kind of Foreign Operations specialist, a torture 
sequence that will set your teeth on edge and a slippery, graceful transition 



between the past and the present as we find out what Avendaño did and the 
price Isabel is being left with for it. It's a book drenched in sunlight but 
somehow never daylight, desperate and feverish and looking straight at the 
horror at it's core. Nationality, identity, time, sexuality, creativity, poetry. All of it 
orbiting in fragments around the darkest core, all of it waltzing into shapes and 
language that is truly beautiful and truly disturbing. 
 
if Isabel is a blank canvas on which something rich and strange is written, the 
lead of the second novella is a notebook scrawled with increasingly frantic 
cries for help. "My Heart Struck Sorrow" follows Cromwell, a music archivist at 
the Library of Congress. Cromwell is a man fractured by tragedy and when 
he's handed a job, it gives his life shape he thought it desperately needed. But 
as Cromwell and assistant Harriet dig deeper they discover something written 
into the fabric of American music, waiting in plain sight. Something that has 
met one of their colleagues before... 
 
I love epistolary horror and this is epistolary horror at its absolute best. 
Cromwell and Harriet are sent to gather the work of Harlan Parker, a field 
archivist for the Library who tracked the evolution of music across the South. 
As they listen to his recordings, they discover the same thing he did. A pattern. 
 
There's a moment in this novella where I almost dropped the ipad. There's a 
chapter ending so perfect that it drew me up absolutely short and then threw 
me headlong into the rest of the story,Jacobs uses music as both map and 
territory here and parallels the two sets of historians as they both buckle under 
the pressure of the work and find what's waiting for them once they finally do. 
It's heady stuff, the collision between oral history and technologically 
harvested history, folklore and nightmare and there isn't a single word put 
wrong. As the story unfolds and you find yourself tracing the history of a 
particular song and what it might mean, the text turns the volume down until all 
you can hear are the scratchy recordings of Harlan Parker. The claw marks left 
on the world by something we choose not to see. This is horror at its most 
cosmic and most intimate, the unknowable forces of the universe bound, if not 
held, by the notes of guitars and voices. A nightmare reaching for us, but 
propelled away by the currents of history and the dilution of power that comes 
from knowledge. This is rich, loamy text thick with meaning, metaphor and 
horror and it's a perfect companion to The Sea. One is concerned with the 
price we pay to become who we are. The other is based in the heroism of 
memory, and the horror of recalling. Both are extraordinary pieces of work 
from an extraordinary writer. If you're even a little invested in horror as a genre, 
you need to read these books. Just, perhaps, be careful of what you're 
listening to when you do... 



 
A Lush and Seething Hell is out now. Go buy it. 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

https://wordery.com/a-lush-and-seething-hell-john-hornor-jacobs-9780062880826?cTrk=MTYzNzI2MDA1fDVkYjllMzkxZTg2OTg6MToxOjVkYjllMzcwZDc5MjQ0LjIwNTE2OTIwOmU1MWZkMGQy
https://wordery.com/a-lush-and-seething-hell-john-hornor-jacobs-9780062880826?cTrk=MTYzNzI2MDA1fDVkYjllMzkxZTg2OTg6MToxOjVkYjllMzcwZDc5MjQ0LjIwNTE2OTIwOmU1MWZkMGQy


Unholy Trinity with John 
Hornor Jacobs 

 
What text, be it movie, book etc, first introduced you to cosmic horror? 
Disclaimer: I am writing this on a plane on very little sleep. Spelling, 
punctuation, grammar may appear larger in the mirror than they actually are. 
 
First, I don’t know exactly how I feel about the whole branding of a certain 
stripe of horror as cosmic. Or at least mine. It works for “The Sea Dreams It Is 
The Sky” surely but maybe not for “My Heart Struck Sorrow”. It is, however, 
the brand of spooky they put on the cover. If you look at my body of work, I 
feel that what I write is fantastical horror, or horrific fantasy, both intimate and 
vast, and calling it “cosmic” is a delicate way of side-stepping Lovecraft’s 
influence. That is not to say I’m some Lovecraft purist, I’m definitely not that. 
Anywho, I’ll just proceed from here using “cosmic horror” as though I’m 100% 
on board with hanging that particular shingle on my door. 
 
I think the first time, in fiction, I became aware of the indifferent universe and 
the insignificance of mankind – the latter of which I consider a hallmark in 
cosmic horror since we’re going with that label – was when I first read Jack 
London’s “To Build A Fire” and then later on when I became fixated 
on Robinson Crusoe, stranded and alone on his island (for a while, at least). 
Now that I think about it, Defoe’s masterpiece shares another similarity to 
Lovecraft: it’s overshadowed by racist stereotypes. All the native cannibals. 
 
Anyway, both of those stories had the first whiff of cosmic horror, maybe. At 
that time, I was eleven or twelve and really into vampires, werewolves, ghosts, 
mummies, zombies – you know, the Universal classics. Reading whatever 
horror and fantasy and science fiction I could get my hands on at the local 
library or my local used bookstore. Classic horror tales often lean into the idea 
of humanity in ascent, the primacy of man – by sheer will or personal sacrifice 
the protagonists are able to defeat the evil and restore the status quo. Pretty 
standard fare and something I still tend to gravitate toward. Comfort food – 
mac-n-cheese. Side note, it’s very easy to indulge in nihilistic endings in 
horror. I’m guilty of it myself. But I’m trying to find ways to work in a little hope 
in there as well. 
 
I don’t remember exactly how old I was when I saw H.P. Lovecraft’s From 
Beyond, the Tobe Hooper film with Barbara Crampton, Ken Foree, and Jeffrey 
Combs – I’m pretty sure I was stealing HBO through an old cable box where 

http://pseudopod.org/2013/12/27/pseudopod-366-to-build-a-fire/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5kENuvJ2MIA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5kENuvJ2MIA


you pressed down the buttons on either side of the channel you wanted and 
through that process unscrambled the signal, and now that I write those 
words, even that process of hacking into forbidden knowledge had an effect 
upon me.  From Beyond was on heavy rotation for a while late at night and I 
watched it over and over. That was the first sample of media that opened me 
up to what I now know as Lovecraftian ideas and cosmic horror concepts. 
 
Since HPL was in the title of From Beyond, it was easy enough to inquire after 
him at the library or bookstore and get some of his books, The Case of Charles 
Dexter Ward, Call of Cthulhu, and others whose names I can’t recall off the top 
of my head at my local used book store. You know the books, the slim black 
paperbacks with the melting and/or screaming faces and skeletal figures. 

 
 

 

 
 

 



 
Like this, which John provided and is metal as all Hell. 

 
Why do you think folk horror, which is cosmic horror in a local hat, is 
gaining in popularity again? 
Donald fucking Trump and his lunatic base. Seriously though, Trump and his 
supporters have shown us how ugly and dangerous our seemingly benign 
appearing neighbors can be. I don’t know if folk horror is as you said “cosmic 
horror in a local hat,” to me it seems like an inversion of cosmic horror. Cosmic 
horror is humanity as an insignificant and infinitesimal part of a vast and 
sometimes malevolent universe filled with titanic entities to whom we’re no 
more than obnoxious motes. Folk horror, on the other hand, drills down into 
the emptiness of our fellow humans. It mirrors cosmic horror, maybe, the 
empty fields, the rural darknesses where instead the dark spaces between cold 
stars or Ye Olde Gods there are the ancient peoples and their heritage of 
monstrosities. Like prejudice, man hands cruelty on to man, to bastardize 
Phillip Larkin. 
 
What’s your definitive version of Stagger Lee? 
I recently performed a version at my book release party – a blending of 
Archibald’s recording from the 1950s and Dr. John’s 1970s one from Dr. 
John’s Gumbo - but that one was mostly for the infernal couplets that feature 
Stagger Lee trumping the devil and torturing Billy Lyons. I don’t enjoy the 
Caucasian modalities of the song. They’re interesting sociologically but 
musically they don’t fascinate me so much. They’re played straight, without 
much emotion and they’re too moralistic for my tastes. The refrain of “He’s a 
bad man, Stagger Lee” doesn’t have the joy and inverted meaning of the 
southern Black version. They intend it literally. I dig into these issues of the 
“Stagger Lee” in A Lush and Seething Hell, the differences between the 
Caucasian and African American modalities. 
 
For my money, I love the most famous version of “Stagger Lee” – the one 
popularized by Lloyd Price in which the jubilant chorus is “Go Stagger, Go!” 
 
That version fucking slaps. 
 
Of the hundreds (maybe even thousands) of covers of that particular version, 
my favorite is a live recording of Levon Helm’s The Midnight Ramble Sessions 
(Vol. 3). It’s a looser, more rollicking version, sounding like everyone’s a little 
drunk. Levon’s on drums and he’s playing with a host of Black southern blues 
royalty, all of them fairly long in tooth at the time. Having spent some time with 
Levon, seen him live countless times, when I listen to that version, I can place 
myself in the crowd in the theater of my mind. That Midnight Ramble was 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KKVgS4JFf1U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KKVgS4JFf1U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_0u_qba_13Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_0u_qba_13Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FCPutYaGFlE


recorded during the period when Levon had been diagnosed with throat 
cancer. So he wasn’t singing. Just playing the drums. I like that recording so 
much because I love Levon Helm, another Arkansas boy, like myself. I also like 
it because it’s a perfect joining of black and white musicians playing the most 
famous murder ballad in the world. 
 
MASSIVE thanks to all my interview guests this week but John especially who 
has gone above and beyond the call of duty with these answers.  Find John on 
Twitter here. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
VOYAGE INTO THE MIND OF HECUBUS! 

 

 

 

https://twitter.com/johnhornor
https://twitter.com/johnhornor
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I4FQoznrVwU


 
 

 

 

Horror Christmas: The 
Creature from the Black 

Lagoon 
 
Doctor Carl Maia (Antonio Moreno) and his assistants discover a webbed, 
fossilized hand in a landslide in the Brazilian rainforest. Thrilled at the thought 
of proving the evolutionary link between land and sea animals, Maia orders his 
two assistants to stay in camp and returns to the local Marine Biology Institute. 
There, he teams up with old student and ichthyologist Doctor David Reed 
(Richard Carlson), as well as scientist and David's girlfriend Kay Lawrence 
(Julie Adams) and Doctor Mark Williams (Richard Denning). Aided by Captain 
Lucas (Nestor Paiva) they return to the camp and find it destroyed but not 
unoccupied... 
 
The funny thing about Lucas' tiny boat is how many people are on it. There's 
the crew you see, certainly, and on several occasions Ben Chapman wearing 
Milicent Patrick's beautiful nightmare of a suit. But there's also the crew of 
the  Nostromo, the cast of Deep Rising, every Doctor Who base under siege 
story and so many more. This movie directed by Jack Arnold from a script and 
story by Harry Essex, Arthur A. Ross and Maurice Zimm is the trail head for 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LjLamj-b0I8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gVFEVXIyu00


generations of monster movies to come. The tension, the close quarters, the 
growing realization that their opponent is as smart, at least, as they are. While 
the original  The Thing was released three years earlier, this feels like an 
evolution of the form. Something sleeker, more aerodynamic, ,more human. 
 
So much of that comes down to two factors; the delightful moral ambiguity of 
the humans and Milicent Patrick's design. While it's true the creature does 
initiate hostilities it's also true that the film dives (ha!) headlong into an 
exploration of American machismo, albeit a somewhat sketched out one. 
Mark's death at the hands of the creature is surprisingly visceral even for now. 
It's also delightfully morally dubious. Yes he saves David's life (Although there 
is a spear gun shot that passes so close to someone's head here I promise 
you you'll duck) but he does so as much to take out the creature as to protect 
his friend. It's early days, and it doesn't get much room, but there's a clear 
sense of 'We need to kill it for science!' and 'We need to leave it the Hell alone 
and run away' being equally valid viewpoints and the latter, perhaps, even 
winning the day. The ending certainly has that tone, the bullet ridden creature 
allowed, by David, to leave and presumably bleed to death rather than die 
onscreen.  
 
But this, arguably more than any other Universal Monster movie, is all about 
the monster. Ricou Browning, cast to play the creature underwater, gives it a 
uniquely sentient and unusual style of movement that's genuinely unsettling. 
Coupled with the beautiful design work of the creature itself and Arnold's 
remarkably clear underwater cinematography, that leads to a couple of 
heartstopping moments. The creature taking a maskless Kay deep underwater, 
the creature exploding from a cloud of silt to tear Mark's breathing gear apart. 
The creature, lifeless, sinking slowly to the bottom. 
 
That perhaps is the most haunting moment. While there are two sequels, 
there's a definite sense of this being a movie about a brush with the unknown 
and the unknown coming off worst of all. The Beauty and the Beast echo, 
discussed in The Lady from the Black Lagoon, is a big part of that but for me, 
there's something else too. The sense of something rich and strange 
disturbed. Of going not where we aren't wanted but where we don't know how 
to carry ourselves. Of the unknown, swimming just below us, fascinated and 
frightened and beautiful and doomed. At least until The Shape of Water... 

 
 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T5dwbZKd64Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XFYWazblaUA


 

 
ANY QUESTIONS?! 

 

 

 

 
● Barnes & Noble for book and comic related pieces. 
● DrivethruRPG for my RPG back catalogue 
● PseudoPod for stories which, I promise you, are true. 
● Escape Pod, where I host the monthly Flashback Friday slot taking 

another look at an older story.  
● SciFi Bulletin for all your Doctor Who audio and occasional ambulatory 

dead folks needs. 
● And of course, here's my Ko-Fi. 

 
 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rS00xWnqwvI
https://www.barnesandnoble.com/blog/sci-fi-fantasy/author/alasdairstuart/
http://www.drivethrurpg.com/browse.php?keywords=alasdair+stuart&x=0&y=0&author=&artist=&pfrom=&pto=
http://pseudopod.org/
http://escapepod.org/
http://escapepod.org/?s=flashback+friday
https://scifibulletin.com/?s=alasdair+stuart
https://ko-fi.com/C0C36EOM


So Where Can We Find You? 
PseudoPod 672: In Regards to Your Concerns About Your ScareBnB 
Experience and The Halloween Parade 

● Written by Effie Seiberg and Alasdair Stuart 
● Narrated by Tina Connolly and Alasdair Stuart 
● Hosted by Alasdair Stuart 
● Audio Production by Marty Perrett 

   

  
 
 

 

 
 

 

 

Signal Boosting 
● Patience Robinson-Campos (pictured above) is a staple of the Austin 

film community, a brilliant advocate for horror and a friend and 
colleague of one of my oldest, dearest friends. She has liver failure and 
her family desperately need help to cover her costs. You can find full 
details here. and her GoFundMe is here. 

http://pseudopod.org/2019/10/31/pseudopod-672-scarebnb-and-the-halloween-parade/
http://pseudopod.org/2019/10/31/pseudopod-672-scarebnb-and-the-halloween-parade/
http://pseudopod.org/people/effie-seiberg/
http://pseudopod.org/people/alasdair-stuart/
http://pseudopod.org/people/tina-connolly/
http://pseudopod.org/people/alasdair-stuart/
http://pseudopod.org/people/alasdair-stuart/
http://pseudopod.org/people/marty-perrett/
https://oneofus.net/deliberations-of-doom/
https://www.austinchronicle.com/daily/screens/2019-10-23/one-in-a-crowd-medical-emergency-for-horror-expert/
https://www.austinchronicle.com/daily/screens/2019-10-23/one-in-a-crowd-medical-emergency-for-horror-expert/
https://www.gofundme.com/f/help-patience-with-transplant


● Nino Cipri is a fiercely brilliant writer with a new book out and a 
newsletter you HAVE to subscribe to. The last two issues of Cool Story, 
Bro have been a look at the comics code's history through a lens I never 
expected to see and details of how to self-finance a cheap as hell book 
tour. It's insightful, witty, perceptive, funny, brilliant stuff. Go subscribe. 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
Meet the newest bookshop in my old home town! The Portal Bookshop is at 5 
Patrick Pool, York, YO1 8BB. Owner, friend and badass LeafWrites says: 
'Awesome diverse SFF, LGBTQIA of all kinds, all the good nerdy gay stuff in 
between! Open 10-4 every day to start out, with an epic party on Halloween. 
Cake, games, prizes, and a free secondhand book for anyone in costume!' 
 
Go along or get in contact, say hi, buy books. My parents just did! And I've just 
ordered Nino's new book from them! 

 
 
 
 
 
 

https://twitter.com/ninocipri
https://www.dzancbooks.org/our-books/homesick
https://coolstorybro.substack.com/
https://coolstorybro.substack.com/
https://coolstorybro.substack.com/
https://coolstorybro.substack.com/
https://coolstorybro.substack.com/
https://twitter.com/PortalBookshop
https://twitter.com/leafwrites
https://twitter.com/PortalBookshop/status/1188780415315824642
https://www.dzancbooks.org/our-books/homesick


 

Signing Off/Playing Out 
Happy Halloween everyone! I know it's not Friday but while you're commuting, 
why not enjoy the plethora, the cornucopia even, of free fiction offered by 
the  Escape Artists Podcast Network?  
 
Team KennerStuart's instagram is full of selfies, Destination Star Trek and 
notebooks this week. So it's a pretty good week over there even as we waltz 
with the burnout fairy for another few days. 
 
I run off coffee and enthusiasm. The enthusiasm, I've pretty much got covered. 
But if you'd like to buy a professionally enthusiastic pop culture analyst a 
coffee, I know a guy. And also a link. This link in fact. Thank you:) 
 
Remember, recovery always takes long than you think. Don't kick your own 
ass, do what you have to and don't let a single victory go uncelebrated. 
Especially this year. Howl it from the rooftops, werewolves of London and 
every other city. Listen to how many people sing along. 
 
Massive thanks to Metz, Matt, all my guests and as ever, the luminous 
Marguerite. Love you, Red. 
 
Playing us out this week! Why the finest butler in all of cinema, the greatest 
scientist in all of film, the Dark Master...himself, Mr Tim Curry! This, right here, 
was my first ever experience of horror. This is from the 1996 TV version of  The 
Worst Witch and it's great. And know what else it is? 

 
 

 

http://escapeartists.net/
https://www.instagram.com/kennerstuart/?hl=en
https://ko-fi.com/alasdair
https://ko-fi.com/alasdair
https://ko-fi.com/alasdair
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iDpYBT0XyvA


 
a Full Lid. Happy Halloween, creatures of the night. Catch you in eight days. :) 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PUhuPn8_d0Q


 

 

 
The Full Lid 

29th November 2019 
 
 

 
Happy Friday everyone! 
 
I'm Alasdair, your host for this commute/ride/next little bit of your precious 
spare time. I'm a Hugo and BFS finalist pop culture writer and this is what the 
inside of my head looks like this week. So, here's what we do here; every 
Friday, around 5, you get all the focused squee of my week in pop culture. 
Think of it, to borrow and modify a term from the amazing Sarah Gailey, as 
thingyelling. I like things, I enjoy stuff and my cultural taste is pretty broad, 
while my attitude is positive, inclusive and analytical. Hence, thingyelling. 
 
If you like what you read, the archive and sign up link are here. Please share it 
but if you do please tell folks how to subscribe and where you got it. Also if 
you like what I do and want to assist me in remaining conscious, why not buy 
me a coffee?. 

Contents! Your moment is here! 

 
 

 

 
 

https://twitter.com/gaileyfrey
https://us8.campaign-archive.com/home/?u=a0e2b590b7db9ab7d2927942c&id=081050ec85
https://ko-fi.com/alasdair
https://ko-fi.com/alasdair
https://ko-fi.com/alasdair
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Torchwood: The Vigil 
 
 

 
Toshiko Sato (Naoko Mori) and Sebastian Vaughan (Hugh Skinner) are 
recruited into Torchwood at the same time. Toshiko, Tosh to her friends, is 
diligent, perceptive, hard-working, intuitive and socially awkward. Sebastian is 
a two-gun Tory-boy, jumping sideways and on fire into battle not because he 
wants to but because it looks awesome and he is ALWAYS down for the 
bants. 
 
Sebastian is dead. Tosh is sitting vigil over his body with his mother Madeline 
(Lucy Robinson). None of them are going to have a quiet night. 
 
Lou Morgan is one of those authors whose work is always worth reading. It 
turns out, it's also always worth listening to as this, her first audio drama, is a 
high watermark for the series. It uses the favored form Big Finish like (One 
character, small cast, small location count) and proceeds to not only kick a 
hole in the speaker, pull the plug and jet but tell a story that has uncommon 
resonance too. 
 
This is Torchwood at it's best, a series where science fiction is used to shine a 
spotlight onto the worst excesses of UK psychology and culture. In this case 
it's the cheerily sociopathic aristocratic classes, embodied in Hugh Skinner's 
gloriously monstrous Sebastian. You can almost smell the rugger pitch on him, 
see the old school tie and the twinkling bulldog eyes of someone who has 
been trained not only to expect everything but get it too. It would have been so 
easy for him to go full Giles Wemmbley-Hogg  (Two ms, two gs), but neither 
Morgan or Skinner do that. Time and again Sebastian shows flashes of 
humanity only for them to be subsumed by his monstrous entitlement, possible 
racism and arrogance. Even his eventual fate turns on this particular dime, 
choosing his final moments in the story to do something if not irredeemable 
then certainly far less gracious than you'd expect from a man of his breeding.  
 
But this is a story that belongs to the women. Lucy Robinson's Madeline is 
arch but again never parodic. She's incredibly proud of her family, furious at 
Tosh for having the temerity to be alive and quietly in pieces over the death of 
her son. The final scenes are all her and they give the story a raw, realistic 
edge that the show aimed for a lot in its early years but very rarely achieved. 
 
That brings us to Tosh. Arguably the least well-served character in the original 

https://twitter.com/LouMorgan
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P-JAdk_vgx0


series, she's blossomed through these audio releases and this is her strongest 
turn yet. Naoko Mori brings a quiet core of steel to the role, doggedly pursuing 
the truth as well as working around and with Sebastian's institutionalized 
racism and sexism. Tosh is no one's victim either and as the story continues, 
the flashbacks that explain Sebastian's death really dive into that. She was, by 
far, one of the best officers Torchwood had, from the get go and this is one of 
her finest hours. Typically for Tosh, it goes unremarked but that doesn't make 
it any less true. 
 
Morgan and director Lisa Bowerman have created a subtle, nuanced audio 
driven story here that puts so many things under the microscope. The 
fundamental, profoundly damaging fetish the UK has for posh idiots who 
sound like they know what they're doing, the endemic racism and sexism in so 
many workplaces, the emotional constipation of upper class families and the 
simple, quiet horror of dealing with a great job and bad workmates. Wrapped 
up in all this is an all-time great story for a fan favorite, a profoundly clever 
piece of drama and some truly glorious, acerbic dialogue. An absolute highlight 
of a fiercely strong range and a great jumping on point for the show as a 
whole. 
  

 
 

 
 
 

 

 
A perfect 41 second horror story 

 
 

 
 
 

 

https://www.tiktok.com/@ourlastbraincell/video/6762313212227587334


 

 

 

 
 

 

 

The Kindness of Sleep 
Doctor Sleep is the kindest horror movie I've seen this decade. It's also the 
most artful, complex piece of Western cinema in years, simultaneously 
honoring Kubrick's laborious foreboding and King's original text while 
consciously saying something different to both. This isn't a movie where death 
is a villain. Here, death is a companion, and the kindness with which you treat 
it says everything about you. 
 
The villains of the piece are The True Knot, a group of immortal 
pseudo-vampires who feed off 'smoke', the psychic energy of humans. They're 
a ragtag bunch, led by a predatory and precise Rebecca Ferguson as Rose 
The Hat. Rose likes being alive. Rose is terrified of death and every victim they 
take, every time the True Knot feed, is a feral, desperate scramble that's one 
part orgy to one part lions at a carcass. This is where the movie shows its 
literal teeth, especially in the most carefully shot scene where a young boy 
(Jacob Tremblay) is captured, tortured and ripped apart by them. It's horrifying 
and brutal, an unforgivable obscenity of a crime that powers the entire second 
half of the movie and defines the True Knot's evil. That evil lies in the fact their 
goal and plan are one and the same; live long and damn anyone else. Their 
true motivation is revealed when their oldest member, Grandpa Flick, dies. 
Rose holds him and as the shaking old man evaporates, reminds him of the 
kingdoms he ruled and the lives he dominated. A legendary monarch, now 
dust and long forgotten in his feral RV convoy, prowling the empty back roads 
of America. 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BOzFZxB-8cw


 

 
 

 

 
That reaction, comforting Flick by reminding him of the blood on his hands, 
says everything about the True Knot. It also gives Danny Torrence (Ewan 
McGregor) something to push against, the Good Fight he desperately needs. 
The son of Jack Torrence is still tormented by the Overlook's ghosts and 
Roger Dale Floyd does a great job as the terrified kid in the early scenes, 
slowly learning his powers. Likewise Carl Lumbly standing in for Scatman 
Cruthers as Tom, the kind old cook who died at the Overlook and Danny's 
conscience. 
 
Tom has a lot of work to do. As an adult, Danny is an alcoholic drug addict, 
watched patiently by the kind old man who died defending him. Finally, he 
runs, literally from himself and ends up in New Hampshire. The scene that 
follows, as Danny is befriended by Cliff Curtis' Billy Freeman, was the first of 
several moments the movie brought me to tears. There's this careful honesty 
to the men's friendship, the negotiation of bruises neither can acknowledge but 
both can see. It's carried still further by Bruce Greenwood's cameo as Danny's 
AA meeting leader and eventual employer. All three men are known for roles 
which have either been macho or suffered at the hands of macho. Here, all 
three are careful, kind, helpful. None less masculine for it either. 
 
But it's Danny's attitude towards Death which really makes the movie sing. For 
Rose it's the map of what to avoid. For Danny it's the territory he lives on. His 
job, the titular Doctor Sleep, is as a night porter in the local hospice. He takes it 
on himself to help those who are about to pass on do so, reminding them not 
of the damage they wrought but the manner in which they were loved. Rose 
reminds Grandpa Flick of the mark he's gouged on the world. Danny reminds 
his charges of the things they built for the people coming after them. He knows 
death isn't the end, but he also knows it's a destination that everyone must 



travel to before moving on. As a result, his friendship with Abra Stone (A scene 
stealing turn by Kyliegh Curran) takes on a very different tone. Rose guards 
those who maimed the past. Danny uses his past to safeguard an immensely 
powerful young woman who will build the future. In doing so, his journey also 
honors King, Kubrick, Nicholson, Duvall and Lloyd from the originals. But most 
of all, it finishes with him back where he needs to be; a scared and deeply 
brave kid, reunited at last with the mother whose life he saved and who saved 
him.  
 
Doctor Sleep is an immensely complex story that never forgets the simple, 
awful, reassuring truth at its core. We're all going in the same direction. 
Everything we do before we get there matters. It's a vastly respectful, kind, 
deeply sweet and very moving horror movie. Please see it when it hits home 
release. 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 
'Take,THAT, Bembridge Scholars!' 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

Saving The Man of Tomorrow 
My favorite Son of Krypton is back in the news. Henry Cavill has made it clear 
there's still things he wants to do with the role, Warners have mumbled 
something about an important call on the other line and then made vague 
noises about trying to make Superman more 'relevant'. This has, 
understandably, led to the sort of howls of derision normally reserved for Joss 
Whedon reminding everyone how totes feminist he is. It's not been a good 

https://twitter.com/ericfell/status/1194180485129199619
https://www.tiktok.com/@jensenavenger/video/6762272193092128005
https://www.themarysue.com/warner-bros-confused-about-supermans-relevancy/


look. 
 
It's also not a conversation that's entirely needed. The truth is, Superman has 
never been more relevant. He's an undocumented migrant raised in Kansas 
who grow up surrounded by the  56.16% of the state's population that voted in 
the most violently anti-anyone but him President in modern history. Plus he's a 
journalist, the only sub group said President and his supporters hate even 
more than people who are different colours, religions, or who look 'funny'. In 
other words, Clark Kent is an open door to the sort of complex, necessary and 
difficult conversation pop culture is very good at having with itself. So while it's 
good they maybe don't want him to be an Ayn Randian murderer anymore, 
Warner Bros really need to buy several clues from the clue store. A clue store 
that just so happens to have a franchise below! 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

The Michael B. Jordan Effect 
 
 

 
Michael B. Jordan is one of those actors whose work never fails to be good. If 
you've seen Fruitvale Station, you'll know how good he is at dialing it down. If 
you've seen Black Panther, you'll know how good he is at turning it up. 
Fantastic Four, Creed, Fahrenheit 451, while Jordan hasn't always done good 
movies, he's always been good in the movies he's done. Word is (Avoid the 
racist cesspit comments for the love of God), he's pitched an idea for the 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2016_United_States_presidential_election_in_Kansas
https://www.denofgeek.com/uk/movies/superman/68804/michael-b-jordan-has-pitched-a-superman-movie


character to Warners. On the one hand, great! On the other, he's busy for the 
next several years.  
 
Most importantly, this is a 'do it right or don't do it at all' situation. While rumor 
is Jordan pitched something based on Calvin Ellis, an alternate Earth 
Superman who is also the US President, whichever version of the character 
would have to be informed by cultural elements that white viewers would not 
find familiar. This is an objectively very, very good thing because diversity and 
inclusion are how we evolve as a species. But as the always excellent 
Stitch pointed out a few years ago, the environment this would happen in is the 
textbook definition of non-permissive. Which isn't to say it can't or shouldn't 
be done. It can and it should and shows like  RedWing demonstrate how. Get 
the right creatives aboard, trust them, get out of their way and let a unique take 
on a classic story happen. You want to make the character relevant? Do 
something daring with him, and hand it over to one of the best actors on the 
planet. 
  

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

Halt and Catch Falling Loises 
(PLEASE DON'T KILL THESE TWO PERFECT IDIOTS IN CRISIS, THANK YOU 

BYE) 
 
So, much as I love Smallville (SAAAAVE MEEEEEEE!) they're here not to 
advocate for a return to the show but as a place holder. Because if you want to 
make Clark relevant you don't do that on the big screen, you do it on the small 

https://superman.fandom.com/wiki/Calvin_Ellis
https://superman.fandom.com/wiki/Calvin_Ellis
https://stitchmediamix.com/2015/08/07/dear-comic-fans-we-get-it-youre-racist-and-racebending-scares-you/
https://stitchmediamix.com/2015/08/07/dear-comic-fans-we-get-it-youre-racist-and-racebending-scares-you/
https://twitter.com/RedWingPod
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=greTJhHhiHk


one. Literally. 
 
Start them as podcasters running a current affairs show. Both gifted, both 
young, both gloriously, differently stupid and both broke as Hell. Have Pete 
Ross run it, have the other Planet correspondents cameo as other staffers. 
They're all younger, all working their asses off and all broke. as. HELL. They 
live in the city of tomorrow; they live somewhere that has an actual honest to 
God superhero and under an administration that has all but declared war on 
him and they eat noodles three times a week and can barely make rent. 
 
How do they keep the company going? What happens when Lois gets asked 
to join the Daily Planet? What happens when LexCorp 'accidentally' shuts off 
the power to their building? Or the LexCorp lab at the end of the block blows 
up and a green rain falls that puts Clark in the hospital? Explore how these 
people live with and around each other as their own bosses in a city that 
doesn't care about them but they care desperately for. They KNOW they're 
good enough to change the world if they just got the chance. 
 
And at the end of the first season, you have them faced with a choice. Let the 
Planet buy them our or let Lex sponsor them for the rest of their lives, in return 
for the odd...favor. 
 
It gets that Halt and Catch Fire/Start-Up vibe. It allows you to do old school 
Superman punching slum landlords stories and social justice exploration 
through the lens of a city building itself into the future, and the canvas of a 
superhero learning who he can be. 

 

 

 

Super Family Assemble! 
Look at these adorable nerds, LOOK AT THEM! Melissa Benoist has been the 
anchor of what's comfortably the best DCU TV show there is (Love you, Beebo 



but even you sit down) for five seasons and the show works precisely because 
the showrunners get the character. Characters, as Lois and Clark are now 
semi-regular guests with rumors of their own spin-off in the works. 
 
Put. Them. On.The. Big. Screen like at least two other CW shows should have 
been years ago. Like Chris Evans as Captain America, Tyler Hoechlin and 
Melissa Benoist exude the fundamental goodness and calm of their characters. 
Better still, they both bring the lightness of touch the characters desperately 
need and, God love 'em, the Warners movies got for the whole last 10 minutes 
of Justice League. Clark and Kara are the perfect combination of cornball, goof 
and golden retriever. They're country kids raised with profoundly old fashioned 
and yet still inclusive values who think people should be nice and help one 
another. In anyone else's hands, it would be corny. Here, it plays absolutely 
real. Plus, as this wonderful sequence,  neither one of them are afraid of having 
a little fun every now and again... 
 
Word is that a Clark and Lois show based pretty closely on the extremely 
fun  SuperSons comic and their current domestic life is in the works and that's 
going to make a particular strand of fan (Of which I am one), very happy. But 
that's not the point here. 
The point is that a systemic failure of imagination has meant that a character 
who is universally relatable has been a glowering murder pectoral for 1.75 
movies. Somehow the idea of someone who is strong, good and kind feels 
alien to the studio even in the post-Steve Rogers world we live in. That 
saddens me more than I can say, but the fact that ideas ranging from Jordan's 
take to the SuperSons are being considered means there really are grounds for 
hope. And that, more than anything else, is what Superman excels at. Hope, in 
the darkest hours and the reassurance not just of his strength, but of our own. 
That, more than anything else, is what we need in popular culture in Keanu19. 
Which means, far from him being irrelevant, this truly is the last Son of 
Krypton's moment. 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rmzEFcBf52o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rmzEFcBf52o
https://twitter.com/ashleylynch/status/1199531148629594113


 
 

 

 

Signal Boosting 
The amazing Claire Rousseau talks the books she wants to read by the end of 
the year! 
 
New Al Kennedy podcast! Desert Island Discworld is equal parts Pratchett fan 
show, interview and biography series and Al being amazing as usual. Check 
out the first episode, with Kieron Gillen, here. 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 
● Barnes & Noble for book and comic related pieces. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R_t1QWlelxQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R_t1QWlelxQ
https://www.desertislanddiscworld.com/
https://www.desertislanddiscworld.com/
https://www.desertislanddiscworld.com/episodes/1-1-kieron-gillen-and-small-gods/
https://www.desertislanddiscworld.com/episodes/1-1-kieron-gillen-and-small-gods/
https://www.barnesandnoble.com/blog/sci-fi-fantasy/author/alasdairstuart/


● DrivethruRPG for my RPG back catalogue 
● PseudoPod for stories which, I promise you, are true. 
● Escape Pod, where I host the monthly Flashback Friday slot taking 

another look at an older story.  
● SciFi Bulletin for all your Doctor Who audio and occasional ambulatory 

dead folks needs. 

And of course, here's my Ko-Fi. 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 
This is such a quintessentially Lin-Manuel Mirandian moment that the BBC instantly 

posted it as a clip. I approve wholeheartedly.  

 

 

 
 
 

 

http://www.drivethrurpg.com/browse.php?keywords=alasdair+stuart&x=0&y=0&author=&artist=&pfrom=&pto=
http://pseudopod.org/
http://escapepod.org/
http://escapepod.org/?s=flashback+friday
https://scifibulletin.com/?s=alasdair+stuart
https://ko-fi.com/C0C36EOM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y9w6KdA_qa8


 

Where You Can Find Me This 
Week 

At the blog! 

● "There was an idea..."-Strange and wonderful nonfic things are seeming 
to be about to be afoot... 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

Signing Off/Playing Out 
Escape Artists Podcast Network? Don't mind if you do! It's all free today 
and...forever. It's all free forever. Because we Love You. 
 
Also check out the Team KennerStuart instagram. This week! Pit Boss! A 
haircut! A selfie! A rag! A bone! A hank of hair (WARNING: May not contain rag, 
bone or hank of hair) 

  
Like what I do? Please dop something in the jar. Thanks:) 
 
Another one down. Hydrate, sunshine, exercise, take some time for you and 
defend it with your life. I'll see you back here in seven. 
 
Playing us out this week? Mr B The Gentlemen Rhymer's exuberant Not Being 
Invited , which actually made me bust up laughing in the street this week. 
Thank you sir, I needed that. And you need this, know why? 

 
 

 
 

https://alasdairstuart.com/2019/11/16/my-genre-non-fiction-fever-dream/
http://escapeartists.net/
https://www.instagram.com/kennerstuart/?hl=en
https://ko-fi.com/alasdair
https://mrbthegentlemanrhymer.bandzoogle.com/


 

 

 
 

Because it's a Full Lid. 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Don53dPspHI


 

The Full Lid 
30th August 2019 

 
Hi!! I’m Alasdair, welcome to The Full Lid. Normally when one of these falls at the 
hinge of the month I like to restate what I’m doing and how I do it, and get some 
new folks up to speed. This week we're doing that but this is also kind of here for 
me too. It's been a demanding couple of weeks and while WorldCon in Dublin was 
largely great, it ended on a distinctly sour note. Shortest version possible; The Hugo 
Losers Party was one of three parties happening in one place and that did not end 
well. We didn't get in. Many others didn't and it was not how I was hoping my first 
time as a Hugo finalist would end.  
It was not a good night, At all. Almost two weeks later, there's been no official 
explanation, an ugly spot of attempted victim blaming, barely an apology and a 
surprisingly small amount of commentary, most, but by no means all of it, helpful. 
So the wound is still closing and I have to be honest,  I’m not okay. I’m a little angry. 
I’m very confused. I’m honestly kind of depressed. 
 
Welcome to the newsletter! The jokes are coming I SWEAR! 
 
So here’s what we’re doing this week. Not only is this the usual ‘Come see the stuff 
I liked!' this is also me taking some compass bearings for myself. I’m good at what I 
do and I do a lot of stuff and this week I’m reminding myself just what it is. So, 
expect some career stuff, some WorldCon thoughts and a surprising amount of 
dutiful supernatural violence.  
 
Right, as Mr Knowles once said, allow me to reintroduce myself. Let's Contents! 
 

Contents 
So What Does Losing A Hugo Feel Like? 

Back to The Lab 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dhZTNgAs4Fc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BLw8dr_eqFM


An Extremely Short Thought About The Astounding Award 
Slightly Less Abbreviated Thoughts About The Hugos 

Return of the Judge 
Wu Assassins Season 1 

Signal Boosting 
Signing Off/Playing Out 

 

 
 
 

Inclusivity is this simple and this powerful. Everyone gets to feel safe.  
All of us or none of us. 

 
So, What Does Losing A 

Hugo Feel Like? 
Well, it's not great. They sit you RIGHT by the stage so you have a nice half hour or 
so (in my case) of working your route out even as the rest of your brain screams 



'THIS IS NOT A CERTAINTY' at the part that's been rehearsing your speech for the 
last six hours. Then, they open the envelope and it's not you and...well...while I 
didn't have very many sorrows to drown at the Losers Party, I figured I'd at least 
have a drink. 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
Anyhoo. 
 
Here's the thing, when you're in a field this ridiculous, just being there is the 
win. Seriously, this was an incredible finalist class! Look at them! 
  

Charles 
Foz 
Bogi 

James 
Elsa 

https://us8.campaign-archive.com/?u=a0e2b590b7db9ab7d2927942c&id=810af186ae
https://us8.campaign-archive.com/?u=a0e2b590b7db9ab7d2927942c&id=9c344684bd
https://us8.campaign-archive.com/?u=a0e2b590b7db9ab7d2927942c&id=c99acf8354
https://us8.campaign-archive.com/?u=a0e2b590b7db9ab7d2927942c&id=41c0550302
https://us8.campaign-archive.com/?u=a0e2b590b7db9ab7d2927942c&id=eca30aca6b


Me 
  

My victory condition was not placing last. I didn't place last. I have some 
thoughts, none of them polite about the fact No Award scored higher than 
someone on that ballot but we'll get there. The truth is, there was no bad home 
that rocket was ever going to and I'm delighted that Foz has been recognized 
for years of fiercely badass work. Would I be more delighted if it had been me? 
Of course! Every single one of us wanted that thing but we all deserved it and 
any result was going to be a good result. 
  

So now what? 
 
Well, that was a question I asked an agent and I got a pretty great answer. 
After the jump. 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

https://us8.campaign-archive.com/?u=a0e2b590b7db9ab7d2927942c&id=095e0e6290


Escape Artists Live! went GREAT. We're still getting used to live shows and the 
rhythm of this one was the best we've had by far. Relaxed, open, lots of content, 

very much us. I dug it. Watch for it on the feeds, and an exclusive Patreon Only Q & 
A too, shortly. 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

Back to the Lab 
I had an agent meeting. A second agent meeting. With a brilliant agent. Who 
has ASKED TO SEE MY BOOK. 
 
MY book. The one from MY WHOLE ENTIRE HEAD. 
 
This is brilliant for two reasons. The first is I HAD AN AGENT MEETING AND 
THEY ASKED TO SEE MY BOOK. The second is it forced me to focus in on 
just what I have in the pipeline right now. And right now? It is a Lot. 
 
Currently Available! 
The PseudoPod Tapes Volumes 1 and 2 
Courtesy of the mighty Fox Spirit. These collect all my end caps 
from PseudoPod in 2012 and 2013. yes I am hilariously behind and looking at 
options for that is one of the things on deck for a few months from now, 
 
Available Soon! 
Cracks in the Rock 
My essay in the upcoming Specuative Masculinities anthology which looks at 
how Dwayne Johnson’s career especially shows the evolution of the action 
hero. 
 
Processing, PROCESSING! 
The Icarus Thread 
My first (well, second but that’s a whole other episode) novel is out to beta 
readers. I’m fine. I’m FINE. 
 
Pirate anthology 

https://www.patreon.com/EAPodcasts
https://www.google.com/search?q=pseudopod+tapes+1&oq=pseudopod+tapes+1&aqs=chrome..69i57j69i64j69i60.2038j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
https://www.foxspirit.co.uk/product/the-pseudopod-tapes-volume-2-by-alasdair-stuart/
https://www.foxspirit.co.uk/
http://pseudopod.org/
https://galli-books.co.uk/2019/06/18/speculative-masculinities-table-of-contents/
http://www.inklingspress.com/home.html


I’ve been invited to submit to an anthology of pirate fiction put out 
by Inklings and blocking this out is next. The current idea involves Point 
Nemo and a burglar in the wrong place at the right depth... 
 
NaNoWriMo 2019 
The Icarus Thread was zero drafted in last year’s NanNoWriMo because, unlike 
whichever randomly selected professional author it will be this year, I don’t find 
my masculinity threatened by the idea of a community giving itself permission 
to write a zero draft. Or not write every day. Or try something new. Or 
experience joy. 
 
Anyhoo. 
 
I LOVED doing it and I’ve got a couple of ideas in contention this year. One is a 
brace of horror novellas best described as ‘The Lottery meets Taken’. Then 
there’s the one about the two  jobbers who decide this is the night they’re 
going off script. Oh and just maybe a do over of my first novel but, like I say, 
whole other episode. 
 
In other news, I have three RPG projects in various stages of readiness. One is 
with a company who declared bankruptcy right before their Kickstarter was 
due to launch, while another was handed in over a year ago on a tight deadline 
and the company is ‘getting around to reviewing it soon.' Combined those two 
jobs are about $1700 of work I basically did on a promise, and neither promise 
has been fulfilled. Yet. 
 
I’m not doing that kind of work anymore. 
 
What I AM doing is indie and creator owned work because its’ fun, you get 
paid on time and the projects actually happen! After The War, my co-created 
RPG with Jason Pitre, is at the presses as you read this and I am incredibly 
excited to see our weird, hopeful apocalypse baby released into the wild. 
 
I’ve also got early stage work in play on a collaboration with the mighty Alex 
Acks on a working class fantasy novel and the equally mighty Ella Watts on a 
non-fiction book. (And at least one of them is reading this. Hi buddies!). On top 
of that I’m writing the  Black Archive book on Day of the Doctor, due out next 
year. Oh and rough notes for an MG novel set on the Isle of Man about 
teenage magicians. Which I was. 
 
So, fiction, non-fiction, podcasting and RPGs. As well as a weekly newsletter. 
And regular hosting duties on at least one show. Oh and being the unsung 
hero of  The Magnus Archives. 

http://www.inklingspress.com/home.html
http://www.bbc.co.uk/earth/story/20161004-the-place-furthest-from-land-is-known-as-point-nemo
http://www.bbc.co.uk/earth/story/20161004-the-place-furthest-from-land-is-known-as-point-nemo
https://www.nanowrimo.org/
https://sites.middlebury.edu/individualandthesociety/files/2010/09/jackson_lottery.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jZOywn1qArI
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Job_(professional_wrestling)
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/Jagash/after-the-war/posts/2561143
https://twitter.com/Genesisoflegend
https://twitter.com/katsudonburi
https://twitter.com/katsudonburi
https://twitter.com/GejWatts
http://obversebooks.co.uk/theblackarchive/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oJbEQYa25AU
http://pseudopod.org/
http://rustyquill.com/the-magnus-archives/


 
Hi! I'm Alasdair, you may have heard of me. You've almost certainly heard me. 
This is what I do. 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 



 

Getting to these events is neither easy or cheap. When we can make it, we try and 
help out by...well...turning me into a billboard for the forces of justice. This time I 
was the Stunt Matt Wallace (Again) and also Dublin Kameron Hurley. I gave out 

swag, wore the shirt (Got a second version signed for Matt and Kameron. Don't tell 
them. Unless they're reading in which case, hi buddies!) and generally represented. 

 

 



 
 
 

 

 

An Extremely Short Thought 
About The Astounding Award 
Earlier this week it was confirmed that the John W Campbell Award has been 
renamed the Astounding Award. 
 
This is GREAT NEWS. 
 
And every other award named after someone should be having a long 
conversation about whether they want to follow suit. Humans are fallible, ideas 
are bulletproof and ideals can and should be Astounding.  

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

https://locusmag.com/2019/08/campbell-award-renamed/
https://locusmag.com/2019/08/campbell-award-renamed/


 

We're so fancy and yes we DO already know. The tux, from Macgregor and 
Macduff got customized brilliantly by Reading sartoriomancers La Sartoria my first 

bowtie (Thanks SO MUCH TO Alex Acks for tying it) looks great and the Tux Chucks 
bring everything together. 

 
AND HOLY SHIT LOOK AT MARGUERITE. LOOK AT HER EARRINGS AND HER 

DRESS AND HER CAPE AND HER AMAZINGNESS. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O-zpOMYRi0w
https://www.macgregorandmacduff.co.uk/
https://www.macgregorandmacduff.co.uk/
http://www.lasartoria.co.uk/
https://twitter.com/katsudonburi
https://www.eshakti.com/default.aspx?utm_source=LinkConnector&utm_medium=affiliate&usource=lc&lc_aid=8635&lc_cid=4689&lctid=4084985
https://www.eshakti.com/default.aspx?utm_source=LinkConnector&utm_medium=affiliate&usource=lc&lc_aid=8635&lc_cid=4689&lctid=4084985


I have no chill whatsoever here. She looked stunning and I looked badass. And 
honestly, ending up as part of Alyshondra Meacham's wonderful thread of Hugo 

fashion remains a highlight of the show. Check our literal style, yo. 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

Slightly Less Abbreviated 
Thoughts About The Hugos 

That is an amazing set of winners! Especially delighted to see Zen Cho, 
Jeanette Ng, Becky Chambers and Mary Robinette Kowal recognized. That 
being said. there are times when Hugo voters can, intentionally or not, be 
cruel. Two of them hit this year. 
 
-Charles Payseur getting fewer votes than No Award is indefensible. Charles is 
a dynamo who, along with colleagues like  Maria Haskins, has made short 
fiction reviewing viable and vital and in doing so has aided the entire field. The 
industry needs him, it doesn't need to insult him. I hope next year that's 
rectified. 
 
-Didi Chanoch's thread here covers the ground concerning Gardner Dozois' 
posthumous Hugo brilliantly. All I'll add is this: the voters didn't recognize the 
13 years  E Catherine Tobler and Shimmer put into making the industry better. 
That's a massive shame. 

 
 

 

 
 

https://twitter.com/AlyshondraM/status/1165321875708239872
https://io9.gizmodo.com/here-are-your-hugo-2019-award-winners-1837368271
https://twitter.com/zenaldehyde
https://twitter.com/jeannette_ng
https://www.otherscribbles.com/
https://twitter.com/MaryRobinette
https://twitter.com/ClowderofTwo
https://twitter.com/MariaHaskins
https://twitter.com/didic/status/1163387503933558784
https://twitter.com/ECthetwit
https://twitter.com/ShimmerStories


 

 

Return of the Judge 
The Judge returns! I’m incredibly happy to be both returning as a Kitschies 
Red and Gold judge (Tentacle Black, of course, being the Judge team the 
Weatherman keeps in reserve) AND debuting as a judge at an award I cannot 
yet name but shortly will! 
 
Even better I’ve already found that I’m approaching things differently from last 
time. Previously, I took a long LONG time drilling down to the books that were 
worth considering. I also struggled with the difference between ‘I like this’ and 
‘This is award worthy’. This time? First book out of the pile, a hundred pages 
in. I love it! It is very much my jam. And under no circumstances an award 
contender for this award. So I’m reading it for fun and bringing the next one on 
the line. Go Team Efficiency! 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

Wu Assassins Season 1 
 
 

 

http://www.thekitschies.com/judges/
http://www.thekitschies.com/judges/
https://dc.fandom.com/wiki/StormWatch_Black
https://dc.fandom.com/wiki/StormWatch_Black


 
 

 

 
Wu Assassins, on paper, is the exact sort of urban fantasy cheese I run 
headlong at. Iko Uwais, the astonishing lead of  The Raid movies, starts as Kai 
Jin. An Indonesian-Chinese chef and the adopted son of Triad leader Uncle Six 
(Byron Mann), Kai discovers that he is the Wu Assassin. Five elemental powers 
have echoed down history and fallen into the hands of criminals. Only Kai, with 
the aid of the thousand monks' skills and faces he now carries can stop them. 
 
Well...I say only he.... 
 
Kai is aided and occasionally anything but aided in his quest by his adoptive 
family. Not just Mann's wonderfully laconic Six either but Lu Xin Lee, Kai's 
functional older brother and siblings Jenny and Tommy Wah. Lu is played by 
Lewis Tan, whose career has justifiably blossomed after being laughably 
overlooked for Iron Fist. Lu is a car thief, small time criminal and far more like 
Uncle Six than he wants to admit. Jenny, played by Li Jun Li, has inherited her 
parents' business and is increasingly unhappy about that. Tommy, played by 
Lawrence Kao (Who I was delighted to discover is also a member of dance 
crew  Kinjaz), is a heroin addict and the family member in a flat spin. In addition, 
they're first investigated and then aided by CG Dill, an undercover cop played 
with exuberant charm by Katheryn Winnick. Throw in Celia Au as Ying Ying, 
the original Wu assassin and JuJu Chan as Uncle's boydguard, Zan and 
you've got a massive cast all of whom are extraordinarily gifted at graceful 
forms of violence. 
 
Oh AND Mark Dacascos as one of the monks, not to mention a lovely, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m6Q7KnXpNOg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MIWVF_IXau0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MIWVF_IXau0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MIWVF_IXau0
https://www.youtube.com/user/TheKinjaz
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LKmTy8nrIHk


affectionate nod to  Iron Chef. 
 
This could so easily have been a glorious hot mess and it is anything but. From 
an action point of view having athletes like this on screen pays dividends every 
single episode. The fights and fighting styles are used constantly to express 
character and drive the plot and it's rarely been done better than it is here. A 
late episode, 'Ladies Night';, sees Zan functionally storm a Police Station and 
be taken down by Jenny and CG in one of the most pleasingly realistic, and 
gnarly, fights I've seen on screen. There's precious little showboating here, just 
two very frightened people closing the distance with a trained killer and trying 
to choke her out before she murders them. Likewise the clashes between Kai 
and Six and a later, crowd-pleasing racist beatdown. Each fight serves a 
purpose, each fight feels different and each fight tells you about the people in 
it. 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
The acting and direction are no slouches either, Uwais is perfect for the 
mournful, dutiful Kai, balancing his relentless focus with moments of Jackie 
Chan like physical comedy. Mann clearly loves his work, exuding velvet toned 
menace as Six but it's the main ensemble that really impresses. Kao is brilliant 
as the twitchy, nervy Tommy and Li Jun Li nails Jenny's fundamental conflict 
effortlessly. Best of all, Tan gets to have the time of his life as Lu, a man 
convinced he's bad to the bone who is, in reality, quietly an absolute teddy 
bear. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LKmTy8nrIHk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LKmTy8nrIHk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LKmTy8nrIHk


But where the show really shines is in the writing. An early episode sees CG 
and Kai sent to pick up a windshield. In two lines, the junkyard owner they visit 
is established as a complex, interesting character. The revelation behind why 
Jenny is working the underground fight circuit is impressively handled and 
explored with a compassion you wouldn't expect from a street-fighting sub 
plot, Likewise Tommy's struggles to get clean and even the villains, none of 
whom are who they first seem to be. Tommy Flanagan, yet another welcome 
face, is especially great as the season's main antagonist precisely because he 
has justifiable grievances. Nothing is easy or simple in this world and that 
makes Kai's burden all the harder to carry. Time and again the show takes a 
simple premise and upends it. Time and again the show surprises you and it's 
characters alike. 
 
Wu Assassins is absolutely the sort of urban fantasy cheese I love. But it's also 
a fiercely well written and ambitious show that's desperately interested in duty 
and found family. It engages with, although perhaps doesn't explore enough, 
Kai's heritage. It has the courage to make nothing easy and makes almost no 
missteps in its exploration of violence and its consequences. Best of all, it 
never forgets to have a little fun.  
 
Wu Assassins Season 1 is on Netflix. Jack Burton would love it. And would 
Jack lie to you about something like this? 
  

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t2xdVWNIl5c


 

 

 

 

 



Signal Boosting 
 
Alex and Sharon Shaw are two of my oldest friends and also two of the most 
prolific and positive forces working in UK pop culture discussion. School of 
Movies is an astoundingly good show and one I've been honored to be a guest 
on. But New Century might just be their masterpiece. Here's what you need to 
know. 
  

The grandest adventure in the New Century Multiverse begins. SteamHeart 
brings together the heroes of the previous stories in a journey south to save the 

whole damn world. 

The investigations of the Cartographers have uncovered the origin point of the 
wendigo plague. Now a team must be assembled to travel there, journey inside 

and find out who or what is behind the near-extinction of mankind. 

They will need a Captain, a strategist, an engineer and pilot, a specialist on 
supernatural phenomena, a doctor, a heavy, and a journalist to write about the 
whole journey. Along the way they will meet allies and enemies old and new. 
And in doing so, they will either tear themselves apart or redefine what family 

means to them. 

And after the miraculous steamcraft they travel in makes its final stop, the world 
will be entirely different to how it was when they began. 

Here's where you can find it: 

AUDIO DRAMA ON BANDCAMP 

USA KINDLE VERSION 

USA PAPERBACK VERSION 

UK KINDLE VERSION 

UK PAPERBACK VERSION 
 
And here are the podcast versions 
  

I'll be reviewing Steamheart in an upcoming issue too but don't wait for me. 
This stuff is GREAT fun and you should dive into it headlong. 

 
 

https://twitter.com/NewCenturyShaw
https://twitter.com/cai_boxer
https://twitter.com/SchoolOfMovies
https://twitter.com/SchoolOfMovies
https://newcentury.bandcamp.com/album/new-century-steamheart
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B07W5WK53P/ref=dbs_a_def_rwt_bibl_vppi_i7
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1089090056?ref_=pe_3052080_397514860
https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/B07W5WK53P/ref=dbs_a_def_rwt_bibl_vppi_i9
https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/1089090056?ref_=pe_3052080_397514860
https://newcenturyshow.podbean.com/


 
 
 

 

 

 
● Barnes & Noble for book and comic related pieces. 
● DrivethruRPG for my RPG back catalogue 
● PseudoPod for stories which, I promise you, are true. 
● Escape Pod, where I host the monthly Flashback Friday slot taking 

another look at an older story.  
● SciFi Bulletin for all your Doctor Who audio and occasional ambulatory 

dead folks needs. 

And of course, here's my Ko-Fi. 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

Signing Off/Playing Out 
Tough run, this last couple of weeks. Massive thanks and love to Marguerite, 
as ever. Because here we are, at the end of the month, ready to face the next 
one. And, I am ready. I'm not okay, like I said and part of me bitterly resents 
the fact I'm healing. But the rest of me looks at how easy it is to live in old 
trauma and that's not something I, or anyone, should do. You don't have to let 
it go, but you can put it down and that's what this week's issue has helped me 
start to do. Thanks for reading, hope you enjoyed it. 
 

https://www.barnesandnoble.com/blog/sci-fi-fantasy/author/alasdairstuart/
http://www.drivethrurpg.com/browse.php?keywords=alasdair+stuart&x=0&y=0&author=&artist=&pfrom=&pto=
http://pseudopod.org/
http://escapepod.org/
http://escapepod.org/?s=flashback+friday
https://scifibulletin.com/?s=alasdair+stuart
https://ko-fi.com/C0C36EOM


If you did, check the Escape Artists Podcast Network for more me and other 
awesome people related goodness and the KennerStuart instagram for regular 
updates. 
 
This was made for free so if you can, please consider dropping some money in 
my Ko-Fi. Thank you:) 
 
Another week down, folks. Round we go and we're readier than we think. 
Remember to hydrate, eat some fiber and check the wording on the invitation. 
Playing us out this week? Well, it's one of my all-time favorites that's been 
back in rotation. After all, this has been a rough couple of weeks. And this? 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

Is a Full Lid. 

 

 

http://escapeartists.net/
https://www.instagram.com/kennerstuart/?hl=en
https://ko-fi.com/alasdair
https://ko-fi.com/alasdair
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=An59zXVEFFE
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Apollo at 50 
 
 

 
I have, of course, spent a good chunk of the week up to my knees in the Apollo 
anniversary programming. It’s been heady and weird, depressing and uplifting 
watching the old footage alongside some innovative and at times wildly 
eccentric new perspectives. 
 



Let’s rip the Band-Aid off first. Fifty years ago people were concerned about 
the environment, a seemingly unwinnable war or two overseas and whether or 
not we really should be spending all this money on something that isn’t houses 
and jobs for poor people. It plays a lot like the issue of  Sandman which 
introduces the immortal Hob Gadling; a story bookended by two pub 
conversations, centuries apart which are essentially about the same things. 
 
But while there’s reassurance here there’s also entitlement and complacency. 
We can, and have waited for the future to come when we could have gone out 
and built it. But instead of a first step Apollo has come to be viewed as a 
destination and you can see the seeds of that here.The surly bonds of Earth 
have been stripped and now all we have to worry about is waiting for the next 
trans-lunar shuttle.  Seeing BBC Panorama’s counsel of luminaries, including 
an impossibly young Brian Aldiss, discuss the philosophical impact of the 
landing was especially weird. The greatest minds of their time, which was fifty 
years ago, talking about a future which, for us, has yet to arrive. 
 
So there’s that, the sense of a brave new world which a full lifetime and a bit 
for me later, is still brave, new and years away. But on the upside there’s the 
genuine sense of wonder and awe.. The German live coverage was fronted by 
a brilliantly enthusiastic broadcaster with a desk full of papers and a pair of 
guys in silver overalls simulating Armstrong and Aldrin’s landing. When the 
landing was confirmed, seeing Walter Cronkite, another name for God in the 
annals of broadcast journalism, visibly tear up was incredibly powerful. Even 
the BBC, terribly proper then as opposed to the ‘EPIC BANTS AND 
DYSTOPIA!’ It defaults to so often now, was oddly sweet to watch. Lots of 
serious people in bow ties discussing the implications of an event that had 
clearly shaken them to their core.  
 
These images still have incredible power, more so because of the manner they 
were presented. Channel 4’s coverage cheerfully refused to be tidy and we 
saw countless moments of humanity in among those vast beats of 
achievement and history. In the ‘Go/No Go’ rundown seconds before launch, 
you can hear Poppy Northcott. The only woman in Mission Control, forgotten 
for decades but inescapably present, indisputably there. A road that would 
lead to  Sally Ride, Mae Jemison, Christa McAuliffe, Cady Coleman beginning 
with one simple incredibly powerful ‘Go.’ Poetry in rocketry, hiding in plain 
sight. 
 
Danie Ware talks here about the magic of little things and that’s what so much 
of this brilliant coverage exposed. The polite lie that Mike Collins would be able 
to ‘swoop down and rescue’ Aldrin and Armstrong had they got in trouble is 
delivered with a straight face. Minutes later it’s followed by a terse 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hob_Gadling
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p0142pxj
https://www.space.com/poppy-northcutt-remembers-apollo-11.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sally_Ride
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mae_Jemison
https://www.google.com/search?q=christa+mcauliffe&oq=christa+mcauliffe&aqs=chrome.0.69i59j0l4j69i60.4559j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Catherine_Coleman
https://twitter.com/Danacea
https://www.foxspirit.co.uk/on-representation-by-danie-ware/


conversation between Eagle and Ground Control wherein Aldrin explains a 
switch has snapped off and they think they can fix it. 
 
A switch. 
 
Snapped off. 
 
In the truck cabin you’re sharing with your commanding officer, while both 
wearing deep sea diving suits, perched on top of a chicken wire and good 
intentions frame holding a bottle rocket under you. Which is on the MOON. 
They fixed it. I’d have thrown up, fixed it, maybe thrown up again and needed a 
nap. 
 
This was HARD. This took brilliant people a decade to do at a level where it 
was PRETTY certain stuff would work out and even then the Eagle was 17 
seconds from using all it’s fuel, off course and had to be looked for by Collins 
during overflights. Alone. 250,000 miles from home. Looking for the only two 
people he could share a ride home with. Who, by the way, joked with each 
other about whether the door was locked or not ON THE LADDER TO THE 
LUNAR SUFACE LIKE IT WAS NOT IN FACT A THING. 
 
The Moon landings? VERY much a thing. 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 



That combination of gloriously weird humanity (There’s a lovely Collins 
quote  about how he had warm coffee and peace and quiet before they came 
back) and epic awe inspiring achievement powers the Channel 4 coverage but 
it isn’t the only new perspective this anniversary found.  
 
The BBC’s 8 Days: To the Moon and Back, directed by Anthony Phillipson not 
only includes a lot of these moments (One of which is my favorite conspiracy 
trail head, the Chinese folk tale the crew were told to keep an eye out for) but 
wraps them up in something I’ve genuinely never seen before. Patrick 
Kennedy, Jack Tarlton and Rufus Wright play Collins, Aldrin and Armstrong 
respectively and the words they say are exactly the words the astronauts used. 
 
So are the voices. 
 
The actors are fed real time recordings of in capsule conversations and 
re-enact them. There’s still emotional nuance and physical presence to the 
performances but it’s given a superstructure of established history that gives 
the whole thing, oddly enough, a unique voice.  It’s great work from the actors 
too whose emotional trajectory matches the astronauts’ as well as their speech 
patterns. Not an easy choice to make, but then even that’s thematically 
appropriate. 
 
The Apollo program, all of it, was humanity at its best built on rockets based 
on designs by humanity at its worst. It’s an extraordinary story and one that 
rewards you the further in you dive. The shows I mentioned today will be 
available for at least the next 30-60 days I would guess. Here's 8 Days: To the 
Moon and Back, the Channel 4 coverage and If you want more, I cannot 
recommend From The Earth To The Moon by HBO highly enough. 

 
 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/kionasmith/2019/07/19/michael-collins-narrates-a-google-doodle-for-the-50th-anniversary-of-the-apollo-11-moon-landing/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/kionasmith/2019/07/19/michael-collins-narrates-a-google-doodle-for-the-50th-anniversary-of-the-apollo-11-moon-landing/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ls2No9izqAA
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moon_rabbit
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/m0006p5f
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/m0006p5f
https://www.channel4.com/programmes/moon-landing-live/episode-guide/
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Earth-Moon-1998-TV-Blu-ray/dp/B07SBCJ2D8/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=from+the+earth+to+the+moon&qid=1564144257&s=gateway&sr=8-1
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Starfish 
Aubrey returns home for her best friend Grace's funeral. She's numb, angry, 
closed off and running from something awful.  Aubrey nests inside Grace's life, 
sleeping at her old apartment and refusing to accept the truth. The next 



morning she's alone, the town is covered with snow and horrific creatures are 
prowling the streets. But Aubrey can save the world. Because Grace knew this 
was coming and Grace made her the last mixtape humanity will ever need... 
 
Starfish, AT White's debut refutes the idea that cinema, or genre fiction, is 
simplistic with every frame. It combines a meditation on grief with an 
exploration of small town life, the end of the world and a star-making turn from 
Virginia Gardner, best known for her work in Runaways. White sets up a 
complex structure, a quest and a secret and then proceeds to hand us the 
pieces and invite us to assemble it ourselves and even decide which pieces fit 
together. Lesser filmmakers would fail. White succeeds completely. 
 
A massive part of that is Gardner, who throws everything into her turn as 
Aubrey. She's depressed, reclusive, quiet and most of all deeply recognizable. 
Grief wears this oversized jumper and as Gardner trudges across town every 
element of the movie focuses back on Aubrey's mind-set. The snow, the bad 
weather, the quiet. At one point, in a Socratic dialect with either herself or a 
ghost, Aubrey talks about how she can't feel her fingers. 'Disassociation' is the 
answer and that word is the magnetic North the movie always steers towards. 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

If this was just arthouse grief with a light seasoning of genre then it wouldn't 
work. But the genius of what White does here lies in how the narrative builds 
your perspective into it and then plays with your expectations. Early on I was 
convinced the entire movie was a hallucination and Aubrey was being talked 



out of it. By the time, in the movie's best scene, she briefly visits the scene of 
the movie and watches Gardner playing her, I was less sure. The moment the 
ending came around I was convinced again. The moment someone presses a 
button on a tape deck after the ending? Changed my mind once more. This is 
a movie where certainty is as mercurial as the world is concrete. Where the 
cacophony of possibility howls against the snowed shut windows of grief. It's 
incredibly audacious, all the more so for just how well it works. 
 
Starfish is categorically genre fiction, but it's genre fiction that's adaptable and 
protean in a manner that embraces the viewer even as it challenges you. 
Moments of breath-taking visual choices, especially an animated sequence, 
sparkle all the more for the bleak scenes that bookend them. Aubrey's strange, 
quiet world is beautiful as well being dangerous, a home as well as a prison. 
She spends the movie making choices about what it really is and we're with 
her every step of the way. Trudging out across a blank page of snow. Writing 
our name into a world we're still adapting to. Changing our story even as we 
change ourselves. Watching the end shift and evolve, somewhere far in the 
distance. Grief, science fiction, horror, joy and the pains of small town life. All 
in under 100 minutes. 
 
Starfish is complex, emotionally charged, essential viewing and it's available 
to stream and buy now. 

 

 
 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Starfish-Virginia-Gardner/dp/B07S7FS6QR/ref=sr_1_7?keywords=starfish&qid=1561129248&s=gateway&sr=8-7
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This Is How You Lose 

the Time War 

 
A duel is a romance with different syncopation. A game is a conversation with rules. 
A dance is a fight you both get to win. A waltz between the seconds, a volta across 
parallel timelines. All of it driven by tempo and need, the percussion of war, the 
brass of ideologies clashing. The Hans Zimmer siren of massive concepts crashing 
against each other, of miniature disasters and minor catastrophes stitching 
themselves into the quilt of the world. 
 
In the midst of all of this, Red and Blue. Soldiers. Assassins, Gardeners (Although 



only one would think of themselves as such), rivals and slowly, surely, something 
much, much more. 
 
This Is How You Lose The Time War is a game of chess played with postmarks, a 
code deciphered through implication, suggestion and the passage of linear time. 
What Amal and Max have done here is create a story which fractals together all the 
elements of their two protagonists' lives. Looked at one way they're Aziraphale and 
Crowley, looked at another, a pair of Sarah Conners endlessly dueling down the 
centuries. All of this is true but as the book shows, there are so many more 
perspectives than just two sides and a straight line.  
 
This is a story about a long-distance romance and, as someone who met the love of 
their life through one of those, it has vast emotional resonance. This is the story of a 
pair of abuse survivors slowly realizing that's exactly what they were and now they 
get to decide what they are. It's a story about two child soldiers realizing they're no 
longer the first so the second should be negotiable too. It's a story about coping 
mechanisms and small pleasures, the shelters we all take from the storm when it 
gets too much as, eventually, it always does. 
 
But in the end this is always Red and Blue's story. How both are the platonic ideal 
of their factions and proof neither has the moral high ground. Biology versus 
technology, the slow patient war of roots and tubers versus the caffeine quick 
precision of automation. These are the places they start from, or rather the places 
they're told they start from. The authors take their leads towards one another and 
then, slowly, upwards into the light as they leave what they were behind. Along the 
way they conduct atrocities and work miracles, hiding the latter and living with the 
former (The Apollo 1 reference here and the cost of it was one of the gut punches 
for me). In doing so Red and Blue slowly realize they both embody and stand apart 
from their factions. Always a representative on the field. Never allowed to be an 
individual. No longer prepared to endure that. 
 
As the book continues it evolves with its heroines, becoming an action story, a 
thriller, a romance, a heist, a puzzle. The elegant skein of causality sewn and 
re-stitched as Amal and Max play all the best time travel notes in a very different 
order. On one page I was reminded of V for Vendetta. On another, Emma. The book 
wears both outfits with equal grace, and equal steel. 
 
This is How You Lose The Time War is intensely funny, romantic, intricately 
designed and reveals more information about itself the more you change your 
perspective. It's a challenge, a letter, a game, a declaration of war, an invitation to 
tea. Accept each one. 
 
This is How You Lose The Time War is available now. You should buy it. 

https://wordery.com/this-is-how-you-lose-the-time-war-amal-el-mohtar-9781529405231?cTrk=MTU5MjUzMTkxfDVkNGQ2YzQ5MTgwYjE6MTozOjVkNGQ2YzNiMGIwMjk4LjQ3MjUzOTMwOjg1YjU1MTY0
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Green Lantern: Far Sector 
 
Jo Mullein was a New York cop. Now she has a very different beat. The 
furthest Green Lantern from home, Jo works the City Eternal, a settlement built 
from the ruins of three closely associated races' home worlds. The Nah, the 
@At and the keh-Topli run the gamut of biological and cybernetic shapes and 
each one has their own agenda, all in turn connected to their shared history. 
The City Eternal is both their greatest achievement and their greatest penance. 
It is a utopia, a peaceful amalgamation of their cultures, a reminder of the 
worst part of their history and so much more. 
 



Someone has just been murdered there. 
 
NK Jemisin is one of the best writers working today and she takes to comics 
effortlessly. The book reads, and moves, like the cop at its heart. Every action 
has purpose, every word has meaning. Jemisin never gets too text heavy, is 
always happy to let Jamal Campbell's superlative artwork speak but also 
refuses to let Jo get buried in the waves of new experiences she and we are 
having. We get just enough to go on, with Jo apparently a new arrival in the 
Corps and leaning on her past training to get her through. More interesting still 
is the rich, complex alien world she finds herself working. There's a real hint 
of Mass Effect's The Citadel to the whole thing and it makes every page 
sparkle and crackle with invention. Plus it gives Campbell a chance to do 
things like this. 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

As mission statements go, that image is kind of amazing. The symbol of the 
Corps, those wonderful glasses and Jo's piercing determined eyes while 
behind her the council look on. Tension and character, world building and 
design all locked into one image. It's All this good. 
 
A massive part of that is Campbell, who has talked at length about how the 
City's design is intended to be unsettling. You get that here too, as Jo 
struggles to get used to a world which is just human enough for her to 
understand but no more. That's all Jo has to work from and as the series 
continues, it seems likely that that will be the only thing she can rely on. Deron 
Bennett's lettering is exemplary too, especially in the scenes where Jo is 
talking to her erstwhile partner. You get the beat and shape of people's 

https://twitter.com/nkjemisin?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HExOCl3YypM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qpB3Lr9HFTQ
https://io9.gizmodo.com/far-sector-artist-jamal-campbells-stunning-alien-world-1838672942


language here and that further reinforces just how far from home Jo is. 
 
And then, just as you think you have a handle on what the book is, Jemisin 
pulls the rug out from under you. There's a moment of totally left field zen here 
which is the emotional anchor for the entire series and easily my favorite 
moment in comics this month. Jo, takes a second. She looks her weird new 
city in the eyes and finds, despite herself, she likes what she sees. it's a 
grounded, pragmatic moment of compassion and self care, I loved it and it's 
looking like a core element of her character. 
 
Green Lantern: Far Sector 1 is a precision-tooled piece of invention, character 
study and science fiction drama. It's effortless to read, which means everyone 
involved must have sweated blood to get it done. It has more than paid off. 
Find it at your local comic shop, I found it at mine and if all else fails, here's 
Comixology. 

 

 
 

https://www.comicshoplocator.com/
https://www.comixology.co.uk/
https://www.comixology.co.uk/


 

Originally published 9th August 2019 as commentary on episode 660, ‘Tiny Teeth’ written by 
Sarah Hans, narrated by Ibba Armanca, and produced by Marty Perrett 

 

CONTENT WARNING: story contains fantasies of self harm, politics (abortion) 
 

A Matryoshka doll, this one. An image itself redolent with the exact sort of curdled 
matriarchal overtones that make this one land so hard. Every layer is true, every layer is a 
valid read of the horror baked into this piece on the cellular level. But every layer is like 
glimpsing a feral child on a leash from a moving car. A flash of teeth and blood, a sudden 
realization that the world outside your perception is just that. Outside. And your perception 
only goes so far. 

So many horrors wrapped up in one. The most palatable of course is the most alien. As the 
Pet Shop Boys once sang, it couldn’t happen here. Children as feral, flexed muscles of pure 
life. Fecund and redolent and hungry for red meat. Like zombie uprisings, it’s frightening 
because it happens in places we recognize. The world ends down the corner shop. The pub 
empties out abominations into the street. The shopping mall becomes a magnet for the 
half-remembered, half alive shadows that used to wander its halls. They’re coming to get 
you, Barbara, and you know who they are. 

Then there’s the quietly terrifying idea that a situation like this could arise and people would 
just...deal. A few more restrictions, a few more public information films than we might like but 
in the end everything stays much the same. Or at least that’s what we tell ourselves as 
society quietly noses over and begins a quiet, polite controlled flight into terrain. Chelsea 
Cain and team’s flawed but interesting Man Eaters does the same thing. The needle returns 
to the start of the song, we all sing along like before and we try and fail to not notice that 
there are fewer of us every time the chorus comes back around. 

Then there’s the mundanity of it. The sort of thing I read as inherently English, that well 
dressed mildly snippy politeness that so many of use rather than feeling an emotion or taking 
an action. The doctor who is thoroughly annoyed at the lead’s terror at what is functionally a 
death sentence. The dead eyed parents with their children on leashes. The off hand blame 
culture that we have now, here, today. The only difference is a higher body count. Or 
perhaps a more visible one. 

And then there are the two ideas this story orbits. The first is that women are violated and 
killed at the basest level imaginable and by and large, they’re blamed. It’s never said out 

https://pseudopod.org/2019/08/09/pseudopod-660-tiny-teeth/
https://pseudopod.org/2019/08/09/pseudopod-660-tiny-teeth/


loud but it never needs to be. It’s her fault. Capital H. It always, always is as far as these 
people are concerned. Watch what you dress, watch what tattoos you show, don’t be 
offended when someone gives you some free, polite advice. Or compliments you on how 
you look. Or follows you home. 

Here’s the full version of that Margaret Attwood quote you’re probably thinking of: 

"Why do men feel threatened by women?" I asked a male friend of mine. (I love that 
wonderful rhetorical device, ‘a male friend of mine’. It's often used by female 

journalists when they want to say something particularly bitchy but don't want to be 
held responsible for it themselves. It also lets people know that you do have male 
friends, that you aren't one of those fire-breathing mythical monsters, The Radical 
Feminists, who walk around with little pairs of scissors and kick men in the shins if 

they open doors for you.  

‘A male friend of mine’ also gives — let us admit it — a certain weight to 
the opinions expressed.) So this male friend of mine, who does by the way exist, 

conveniently entered into the following dialogue. "I mean," I said, "men are bigger, 
most of the time, they can run faster, strangle better, and they have on the average a 

lot more money and power." "They're afraid women will laugh at them," he said. 
"Undercut their world view."  

Then I asked some women students in a quickie poetry seminar I was giving, "Why 
do women feel threatened by men?" "They're afraid of being killed," they said. 

 

And in this world, they’re killed by their own offspring, by the act of reproduction, by the 
healthcare professionals who are supposed to look after them. And we tolerate it when we 
should recoil. We endure anything as long as someone else is doing the enduring or we’re 
told it’s for the greater good. 

Sometimes, almost all of the time, the braver option is not to say ‘this is fine’. The braver 
option is to yell that the bar is burning down and we should all do something. That’s why the 
ending here gives me hope. It’s not happy, not by any means. But it’s a damn good start. 
Unsettling, honest, clear eyed work. Thank you both. 

 

https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Men
https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Feel
https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Women
https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Responsible
https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Opinions
https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Money
https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Power
https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Laugh
https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Poetry
https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Afraid
https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Killed


 

 

Originally published 1st September 2019 as commentary on episode 663, ‘Birds of Passage’ 
written by Gordon B. White, narrated by Steve Anderson, and produced by Marty Perrett 

 

A darkness from which anything could emerge. 
 
I get in a lot of trouble every now and then for talking about horror as an inherently hopeful 
genre. It is, and what sort of hope it provides depends on your mood. The darkest flavor is, 
of course, schadenfreude. We laugh because we would never do something so stupid. We 
scream at the two dimensional monster that is safely trapped within those two dimensions. 
We embark on a journey into the darkness on rails, knowing full well that however bad it 
gets, we will come out the other side. 
 
Then there’s the kid of horror embodied by that quote. And this story. The kind of horror cut 
with the espresso buzz of joy, of discovery. The repeated refrain here ‘It’s an adventure’ is 
one redolent with meaning and by no means all of them positive. This is what happens when 
you step off the track. This is what happens, it’s implied heavily, when whatever’s just off the 
track, sees you. 
 
What haunts me about this piece is it’s beauty. It speaks on a deep and primal level to the 
same things that attract me to The Mist, to Cloverfield, to Tim Lebbon’s superlative and 
underrated Coldbrook. The beauty of the alien is the bassline to every genre of speculative 
fiction, arguably every genre even. We move, instinctively, towards the leviathans glimpsed 
off the path precisely because they are both leviathans and off the path. We are attracted to 
the new, not just because it could destroy us but because it’s new.  
 
I saw this last week, driving up the country through three sets of traffic jams, all of them 
caused by people wanting to look at big construction equipment.  Sometimes what’s off the 
path is adultery, or murder. Sometimes it’s alien life, or the books that help young witches 
escape. Sometimes it’s the voice a young black woman needs to articulate the problems her 
neighbourhood refuses to buckle under. Sometimes, and this is that rarest of instances 
where I can legitimately quote Ghostbusters II, it’s just some big lizard. 
 
Always beautiful. Always terrifying. Always there. And that constancy, that knowledge? 
That’s hopeful too. 
 
I love this piece. You may be able to tell. 

https://pseudopod.org/2019/09/01/pseudopod-663-birds-of-passage/
https://pseudopod.org/2019/09/01/pseudopod-663-birds-of-passage/


 

Originally published 6th December 2019 as commentary on episode 678, ‘The Boy Who 
Killed His Mother’ written by Rosemary Hayes, narrated by Heath Miller, and produced by 

Marty Perrett 

 
CONTENT WARNING: story contains gun violence 

 

The horror you see here is clear; the bored, hormonal angst of teenage boys terrified of 
whether they want to have sex, with who, what that means for them and processing their 
feelings through violence. The Destructors. Rumblefish. It. Donnie Darko. Throw a rock in 
modern literature or culture and odds are it’ll land near a kid like Jacob. Angry, frightened, 
overlooked. Just waiting for the unspeakable thing he wants to do to gouge his name into the 
world. A cheap, lazy Fox News talking point that sits at the other end of the breakfast table 
and mumbles about more cornflakes.  

Until, one day he doesn’t. 

But the subtler horror is only revealed in those final few lines. That’s the horror that’s so 
universal it becomes the bassline of the story. Nick is denied certainty beyond the very worst 
kind, the knowledge he killed his mother but not the knowledge of why. Instead, he’s left with 
the cruel, arbitrary barbs of an accident and the blank canvas that provides to others. The 
bleak self awareness behind realizing he’s functionally killed his father is a great example of 
that. The horrific punishments his brother hands out another.  This is an event that’s marked 
him for life, something which he will be defined by forever. 

But even that’s not the horror. The horror is when he does the right thing, when he turns 
Jacob away from the shooting and Jacob points out it doesn’t matter. He’s done anyway, the 
long unsolved equation of whether or not he’s a murderer answered for everyone who 
matters and none of them are Nick. He’s endured years of unimaginable horror and the most 
likely outcome is more. The theft of identity by group perception and, from there, the 
question the story doesn’t ask but will a few paragraphs after it’s end. 

Why not just lean into it? 

Insidious, clear-eyed, tragic and profoundly disturbing. Thank you both. 

https://pseudopod.org/2019/12/06/pp-678-boy-who-killed-his-mother/
https://pseudopod.org/2019/12/06/pp-678-boy-who-killed-his-mother/
https://pseudopod.org/2019/12/06/pp-678-boy-who-killed-his-mother/


 

Originally published 13th December 2019 as part of episode 679, ‘The Woman Out of The 
Attic’, written by Sarah Hans, narrated by Ibba Armancas and produced by Marty Perrett 

 

That’s because you’re the same. You won’t get a happy ending. 
The film has taught you that much. 

 

This is the moment where I stood up a little straighter in this wonderful, elegant hopeful 
nightmare of a story. I did that because this is the thought I’ve had, phrased this exact way. I 
suspect I’m not alone either. 

We live in signal. We swim in story and in doing so we’re taught what to expect for people 
who look like us, sound like us, love the people we love. The Bury Your Gays trope. Big boys 
don’t cry. Trans and nb and ace and aero folks are just going through a phase. Jocks. Nerds. 
All Arabs are terrorists. All women are sluts and bitches. Heterosexual men are entitled to 
sex. ANYONE is entitled to sex. Homosexuality is a sin.  

Listen, very very carefully, because this is probably the most important thing I will ever say 
on this show. 

All of that, without exception, top to bottom soup to nuts is *BULLSHIT*. 

No one has ever had the same life experience as you. No one has ever cried at the exact 
same point in A Knight’s Tale for the reasons you do. No one has ever loved like you, bled 
like you, survived like you or laughed until they’ve wheezed like you. You are the lead 
character in two stories. One is what society conditions you to believe you are starring in. 
One is easy. One is terrifying. 

If you can, if you’re strong enough, be terrified. Because sometimes, actually quite a lot of 
the time, out the other side of that fear is peace and a world larger than the one you’ve let 
yourself be convinced you deserve to live inside. 

Film taught me how to understand story. It gave me a lot of the men and women I aspire 
towards. But it also taught me the guy with glasses is the weird one. That a PTSD riddled 
warrior reunited briefly with his dead, beloved mother isn’t cut to the core by her asking him 
to eat a salad. By the belief that because someone gets fat they get less worthy. Thanks for 
that, Black Widow. Say hi to Woody Allen for me. 

The moment we begin to write our own story (and yes the Hamilton Mixtape is playing 
tonight) is the moment we start steering the ship. It’s TERRIFYING. It’s relentless. There is 

https://pseudopod.org/2019/12/13/pseudopod-679-the-woman-out-of-the-attic/
https://pseudopod.org/2019/12/13/pseudopod-679-the-woman-out-of-the-attic/


so much work to do and yet, somehow, there’s also joy and hope. The sense of something 
much larger waiting for us, of space to grow. To be us. Just there on the other side of the 
fire. 

Who SAYS horror isn’t beautiful? Who says horror isn’t hopeful? Not us. 



 

Originally published 23rd May 2019 as commentary on episode 681, ‘That She Might Fly’. 
written by Mary Ann Mohanraj, narrated by Faraz Naz Rishi, and produced by Adam Pracht 

 

I watched The Matrix for the first time, I think, this century last night. It’s held up amazingly 
well in a lot of ways, and there are some moments that really pop in a way that terrified but 
not prepared to admit it twentysomething Alasdair absolutely missed. The greenish tint to 
every Matrix scene, the cameo from the Architect, the fascinating multi layered conversation 
with the Oracle. It all still works really well. The tacked-on romance? Not so much. But still, 
you can’t have everything, which is why the Matrix had to be rebuilt in the first place, turns 
out. 

But my favorite line is still this moment, when Neo is given the first choice, to leave: 

"You've been down there, Neo. You already know that road. 
You know exactly where it ends. And I know that's not where 

you want to be. 

Grief is a road we all travel. It is, to borrow a recent quote from Mr Reeves himself, a toll we 
all pay to get somewhere. And the thing is, a lot of the time, we lose sight of the fact that it’s 
a journey and we mistake it for a destination. One whose rubble we make ourselves very 
comfortable within. 

Grief is absolute. It is a wall you must climb, air you must breathe, the impossible distance 
between your living room floor and the front door. Grief is everything, it’s setting up shop 
inside an open wound and feeling every moment of air passed across it, every second of 
agony. It is the absolute understanding that the life of someone important to you has ended 
and the life you had up to that point has changed irrevocably. I work with horror every week. 
I encountered grief, and death, entirely too young. Nothing frightens me more. 

It’s a road I’ve been down before. I know exactly where it ends. I know it’s not where I want 
to be. And even though the thought of journeying down that road again, as we all will, 
terrifies me, the fact I’ve been down it before is a comfort. Like I say, I know exactly where it 
ends. I know it DOES end and that is a different kind of hard but it’s one which finishes not 
with a wound but with a scar. Not with agony but with remembrance and, hopefully, joy. 

We all know what’s down that road. But none of us have to live there. And this beautiful 
story, narrated so expertly and featuring such a pivotal moment of quiet, compassionate 
bravery, embodies that more than anything else I’ve read in a long time. Thank you both. 

https://escapepod.org/2019/05/23/escape-pod-681-that-she-might-fly/
https://escapepod.org/2019/05/23/escape-pod-681-that-she-might-fly/


 

Originally published 12th December 2019 as commentary on episode 710, ‘Requiem 
Without Sounds’ written by Izzy Wasserstein, read by Khaalidah Muhammad-Ali, 

and produced by Summer Brooks 
 

I’m speaking to you from the day before the most morally corrupt, vacuous, toxic election the 
UK has had since the last one. Our current Prime Minister has been fired from countless 
previous jobs, unironically re-recorded the creepy signs stalker sequence from Love Actually 
and is on record expressing countless racist, sexist, classist, bigoted views. He’s a moron. 
He’s an idiot. He may well end up with a majority. 

MAY. 

As Kieron Gillen quoted so beautifully in this week’s newsletter of his, it’s not the despair, it’s 
the hope. Maybe the hundreds of thousands of new voters who’ve registered are as 
exhausted by decades of moral turpitude as I am. Maybe despite a truly heroic effort on their 
part, people will actually see the parts of the Labour party that work, that could make the 
country something extraordinary, Maybe this will be the one that doesn’t see the UK 
descend into five more years of getting its poorest, its most neglected, its most in need, to 
gouge away at themselves because the funny chap is in the papers again and he’s always 
good for some bants. 

It’s not the despair. It’s the hope. 

Hope is the fuel of art. Hope is the light that gets us all out of bed in the morning. Hope 
drives fingers on keyboards, brushes on canvas, it carries voices over microphones and 
pixels and polygons headlong into danger. Hope is what tells us to try. Hope is what gets us 
through the moments nothing works to get to the moment that DOES. 

Hope is complex and often, damaging. It’s always there and you can never quite reach it. It’s 
always on the way but never quite in reach. You can feel like it’s never going to hit. You can 
feel like your life is pointless, that there’s nothing you can do to change things for the better. 
You can sit and wait to be executed. 

Or you can make art, out among the stars. That’s what happens here. Izzy’s precise, grace 
note prose tells you just enough to realize Evie’s mortality or lack thereof actually doesn’t 
matter. There is a song out among the stars that would not be there but for her. 

If that isn’t immortality, what is? Expertly written, expertly read. Thank you both. 

https://escapepod.org/2019/12/12/escape-pod-710-requiem-without-sound/
https://escapepod.org/2019/12/12/escape-pod-710-requiem-without-sound/
https://escapepod.org/people/khaalidah-muhammad-ali/
https://escapepod.org/2019/12/12/escape-pod-710-requiem-without-sound/


 

Originally published at Ditch Diggers on 27th June 2019 
 

RPGs I Love You, But You’re Bringing Me Down 

 

  

So it’s two years ago and I am on a train. It’s late at night, I’ve just legged it across London 
from seeing the very excellent Twilight Zone stage play. It’s GREAT. Witty and dark and 
playful, Serling haunting the entire thing like an unusually well-dressed Banquo. There’s this 
lovely piece of slight-of-hand the cast members who ‘play’ Serling have been taught. Out of 
nowhere, they’ll turn to the audience and adopt his clipped and precise tones, pulling a 
cigarette out of thin air as they narrate the story that’s just ended. It’s a great touch and a 
GREAT piece of magic. How great? 

Penn and Teller, who I saw perform in Vegas two weeks before seeing this show, were in 
the audience too. I passed them, they nodded and smiled at me. Because when you’re two 
of the best magicians in the world you remember everyone and everything, especially 
audience members’ faces. 

http://murverse.com/rpgs-i-love-you-but-youre-bringing-me-down/


So all of this is great but the train? The train is not. It’s late as Hell, it’s a weeknight (a 
Thursday I think) and the train is like most trains in the UK; too short, too crowded, too old 
and too slow. I’m not going to be in Reading before 11, not home before 11.30. But I’m being 
paid for the work. It’s not much, at all, but the site I’m writing for will take most things I send 
them and thirty pieces at ten pounds a time is almost like one piece at professional rates, 
right? 

Right? 

Except the next day I find out they aren’t paying my travel costs, because I was ‘going 
anyway’. I scored a press ticket, so I’m not out that much, but still the math is brutal. I ended 
up travelling close to six hours to write a piece that would land me twenty pounds in the red. 

Something in me breaks. This doesn’t happen often but I vowed never to put myself in that 
position again. I’m worth more than a cursory payment and if it meant I wasn’t going to be 
recompensed then I wouldn’t go. I stuck to my guns too, and a lot of opportunities have 
come up since that I’ve turned down because I won’t be reimbursed travel. 

So there’s lesson one. Get your expenses covered and if it can’t be monetarily then be sure 
there’s a token gesture at least. Matt Murdock and Foggy Nelson once got paid in sporting 
goods. They’re fictional, they don’t need to eat. You do. 

Get paid. 

The one free market I write for hooks me up with Royal Albert Hall tickets a couple of times a 
year so even then, I’m not working for nothing. Never work for nothing, not just for you but 
for everyone else’s sake. We’re worth what we’re paid, all of us. We’re never paid enough. 
You have the power to do something about that. 

So, skip ahead  to a couple of days ago. When not being an international man of mystery, 
writer, bon viveur, occasional jazz maverick and full contact cook I like to write RPG books. 
I’m good at it too, got shortlisted for an award a few years ago and I’ve written for some big 
licenses including Doctor Who and Star Trek. Last year I picked up a couple of jobs in quick 
succession in that neck of the woods. The first was a chunky piece of sourcebook for a new 
science fiction game based on a European war game. The other was a little supplemental 
piece for the new version of a classic horror game. 

Both were BIG FUN. The big job was that glorious kind of thing where the game world and 
your style fit like a glove. The editor rode herd on stats, which is always a relief, gave us 
constant feedback and did a really good job. Love your editors, folks. Cherish the good ones 
and he’s a very good one. The smaller job was for a different company but just as much fun. 
I got to do a lot in a little space, throw in some fun lore from the game world and come up 
with some ideas that really made me smile. Again, good gig. Again, good editor. 

Oh you see that too? Yeah that rapidly largening shadow on the ground IS the other shoe 
dropping. 



I opened my email a couple of days ago and had messages from both of them right next to 
one another. The big job editor was answering my query about whether I could invoice for 
the work I’d done a year ago. He was very apologetic, explained he hadn’t been able to 
invoice yet either and they were ‘only now putting the book in review’, a thing I was not told 
at any point would happen. 

The little job editor was writing to tell me the company had just declared bankruptcy. 

yaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaayyyyyyyyyyyyyyyohGod 

So! What did I learn from this? Other than a searing relief I was not on a train in the middle 
of the night coming from a job that paid me in minus figures and a dick punch? This time? 

This. This. I learned this. 

Good Editors Have Your Back 

Neither of the guys on these projects put a foot wrong, both were great team leaders and I’d 
work with both again in a heartbeat. Little job editor has actually collated invoices from the 
staff who worked on the book and is meeting with the company owners to try and get us 
paid. I’m not sure how successful that will be but I’m incredibly grateful he’s doing it. 

Don’t Stand There 

I love writing RPGS but RPGs don’t care. There’s a wider story here, which touches on Mur’s 
experiences with the field that boils down to the fundamental assbackwardness of an 
industry crowdfunding to pay creatives the money they’re owed for the project that’s being 
crowdfunded. That boils down to a choice between being cynical and being realistic. Being 
cynical? You have to assume this stuff will happen and send your invoice in with your 
completed work. Being realistic? You have to assume this sort of thing could happen. And 
you’re your invoice in with your completed work. Which brings us to one of my all time 
favorite pieces of advice: 

‘I get hit every time I stand there.’ 
‘Stop standing there.’ 

I’ve done a lot of RPG material and I can measure the amount that was frictionless on my 
thumb. I’ve been paid for material in a different decade to it seeing print. I’ve had a word 
count cut by ten thousand words with no reason why. I’ve had work commissioned, written, 
edited and revised that’s coming up on three years in a drawer. Unpaid. The hours I spent 
writing that could have gone on anything else which would have had a material payoff by 
now either in experience or money. And now, bankruptcy and extra edit rounds a year later. I 
feel like there’s a bingo card for this stuff, mine is full and my prize is…to wait for other 
people to do their jobs. At my expense. 



Like I say I’m not mad at the editors. I’m not even mad at the publishers. I am mad at the 
industry though and this is where we get Ditch Digggy. As both Matt and Mur have said over 
and over and OVER, without writers, none of this work exists. 

NONE  
OF 
IT 

And yet people like me are still submitting material to books which then go to kickstarter to 
be able to raise funds to pay us for the book that’s already written and suddenly the Midgard 
Serpent isn’t just eating his tale he knows that he’s doing it, knows it’s stupid and carries on 
anyway. 

It’s bananas. It’s insulting. It’s a relentless cobbled together failure parade of compromise 
and systemic devaluing of creatives. No one does it personally but its effects are absolutely 
that. It’s time to stop standing there. It’s time to do literally anything else. 

Which brings us to the third lesson. 

Go Independent 

I’ve written another RPG over the last couple of years. Co-created with Jason Pitre, After 
The War is an RPG of survival, community building and mimetic horror at the edge of settled 
space. It’s been the most rewarding experience of my career in the field. I’ve been paid 
upfront and on time, I’ve worked with and continue to work with amazing artists and editors 
and the whole thing has been FUN. Plus, mimetic space horror! 

The indie RPG circuit is better put together, moves faster and adapts more readily than the 
mainstream. Or at least for me it does. It’s professional, up front and makes you feel valued. 
It’s what I was told the whole industry was and I’ll be sticking around there for sure. The 
other side of the fence? I’m done with. 

 So, three things! 

● Love your editors. Seriously send them muffin baskets and shit it’s totally worth it. 
● Don’t. Get Hit. You Don’t Have To Get Hit. 
● Go Where You Feel At Home 

 And a surprise special guest that always goes without saying and never should: 

GET. PAID. 

This job is hard but it can be hard on your terms, not on terms that make it harder for you. 
And that’s this month’s ditch. 



 

Originally published at Ditch Diggers on 1st August 2019 
 

Closed Captions, Open Pockets 

Who’s in the mood for a really nice ditch? 

 

So here’s a thing; Audible have just announced Audible Captions. Audible Captions 
is designed as a study aid for students listening to audio books. Basically, as the 
book is read, you can watch the screen and the text will appear in sync with the 
reading. You can pause it, highlight it, the whole bit. It is, in the platonic ideal of the 
concept, a really very good idea. A means of combining listening and Reading in a 
way that’s going to make learning easier for a lot of people. Plus it’s great for the 
visually impaired. Like I say, in the most platonic, unconnected to the real world way 
possible it’s a good idea. Look everyone, Amazon helped for once! Instead of sinking 
three years into what looks suspiciously like making Homer Simpson’s drawn from 

http://murverse.com/closed-captions-open-pockets/
https://www.youtube.com/embed/TbQgyzKRzJY?feature=oembed
https://eu.usatoday.com/story/tech/talkingtech/2019/07/15/audible-let-you-read-audiobook-youre-listening/1503387001/
https://www.businessinsider.in/jeff-bezos-just-unveiled-a-giant-lunar-lander-that-he-says-is-going-to-the-moon/articleshow/69259722.cms


memory LEM design a reality that no one but the sociopathic billionaires who want to 
flee the world they’ve killed wants! 

  

 

See? 

But when you look at this from the point of view of the publishing industry, things get 
darker. Let’s start with the functionality, stripped of all ethical concerns. Captions 
allows readers to interact with the text of the audio book they’re listening to, nothing 
less, nothing more. That’s a great idea and it’s also one which, at least in theory, 
Amazon already have. Whispersync, aside from sounding a little like the 
mode Airwolf used to use to sneak into bits of the Middle East that looked a lot like 
California, is designed to sync books and audio books. You buy a book and have to 
switch to the audio book? If the book is WhisperSync enabled then the audio book 
will automatically pick up where you left the prose. It’s a great idea, and requires you 
to buy the book twice because you’re doing so in two different formats. But it‘s also 
not especially intuitive. The two copies exist as solo entitles because, well, that’s 
what they are. If you buy a book, then you’ve bought a book. If you buy an 
audiobook, you’ve bought an audiobook. Same city, sure, but different sides of the 
river. And, more importantly, different entities. And more importantly still? The 
authors get paid twice, as well they should. 

Captions change that. The text is right there on the screen as you listen, the prose 
and audio unfolding together and wrapped around one another. It’s a different entity, 
an audio book you annotate, a book you listen to. Or at least that seems to be the 
plan. The reality is that this isn’t a new entity, this is two versions of the same thing, 
smushed together. This is Ron Silver at the end of TimeCop, an ugly screaming legal 
mess mitigated only by how happy I am to FINALLY BE ABLE TO MAKE THAT 
REFERENCE. 

 

https://www.businessinsider.in/jeff-bezos-just-unveiled-a-giant-lunar-lander-that-he-says-is-going-to-the-moon/articleshow/69259722.cms
https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/feature.html?ie=UTF8&docId=1000812303
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EDEDP09H2Ag
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D01mdGW9-Zg


Anyway, Novelist Erin Bowman nails it here: 

“Unless Audible has purchased print rights for the title or the reader has purchased 
the book in print form (physical or ebook) and unlocked captions’ with a code or 

something, I’m not sure how this is legal,” novelist Erin Bowman tweeted.” 

While friend of the DD Network and actual agent of Matt, Dongwon Song makes the 
point that the conflict here is that Audible are acting as both publisher and retailer. 

“If Audible is producing a book as a sublicense from a publisher,” he says “then they 
only have rights to the audio, or they have the right to create and sell an audio 

recording of the text, and that’s all the rights that they’re given: they’re not given any 
text rights, they’re not given any electronic rights, they’re just given the right to 

distribute an audio edition.” 

Both are absolutely right. What Amazon seem to be doing here is packaging two 
versions of the text as one, calling it a new thing that will help and dancing off 
singing You’re Welcome before we realize they’ve stolen the boat. To be explicit; if 
the author is not paid for both the audio book adaptation of their work and the ebook 
which Captions projects, a paragraph at a time on screen?  Then that’s a  breach of 
contract at worst and expectation at best, It may not be theft but it sure owns a few 
stripey jumpers and sacks marked SWAG.  

Especially as no one seems to actually know if Amazon have got the legal rights to 
do this, which is a pretty important part of the deal. it’s interesting then that when 
the Verge reached out to Audible about these concerns they were told: 

‘Texts that can be transcribed at a sufficiently high confidence rate’ would be the 
ones to get the feature.’ 

Which, I guess, means textbooks? But that doesn’t answer the legal issue, so much 
as put all the fire in one cupboard for the time being. That same Verge piece has 
Penguin Random House saying: 

‘We have reached out to Audible to express our strong copyright concerns with their 
recently announced Captions program, which is not authorized by our business 

terms.’ 

Simon & Schuster have gone further and explicitly said they want none of their books 
in the program. Macmillan said they were ‘looking into it’. Even the Authors Guild 
have spoken out against it. Audible’s response? It: 

‘does not agree with that interpretation.’ 

https://twitter.com/erin_bowman/status/1151567040496504834
https://twitter.com/dongwon
https://www.theverge.com/2019/7/19/20698383/audible-captions-feature-audiobook-book-publishers-rights


I’m reminded of the old Blackadder II episode and the captain who insists opinion is 
divided on whether you need a crew. Everyone else says you do, he says you don’t. 
Only this time the captain is a global mega corporation that could end world poverty 
over night but doesn’t want to because having money is HARD you guys! 

Now there is a case for welcoming innovation here and as that Verge piece details 
there are features that stop Captions functionality from being 100% ebook. Plus, we 
survive when we evolve and the project as presented certainly seems to be built with 
good intentions. I  would have put good use to it during my time studying and you 
have to applaud Amazon for wanting to do something that helps students get more 
from their text. 

But there’s also a perceptual issue here, one that cuts both ways. On the other, 
there’s Amazon, the ecosystem that walks like Jeff Bezos’ inferiority complex. There 
is NO way to sell them as the underdog here but you could, JUST barely look at their 
stance as an attempted piece of enlightened altruism. On some level, it is but to 
believe they didn’t anticipate legal issues with this is an impossible ask. This is the 
world’s largest velociraptor testing the fences. looking for weaknesses. 
Remembering. 

Then there’s the ‘Big Publishing’ myth which says John Macmillan, Heinrich 
Gollancz, Simon Schuster and the rest meet once a year at Mount Fireball to decide 
which authors get a slice of the pie and to hunt poor people for sport. Or, perhaps, to 
have poor people hunted for sport by their staff. Whichevs. 

That idea, the TradPub bloc, is a beloved straw man of a lot of the indie publishing 
scene and it’s dull, lazy and inaccurate. I’m always up for fighting The Man (Unless 
it’s this The Man of course, #teambecky) but to view Big Publishing as Big, 
especially when put beside Amazon, is frankly hilarious. Genre fiction is a cottage. 
Fiction is a village. Amazon is an ecosystem. Is there resistance to the new? I don’t 
know let me just ask my fifteen years as a fiction podcaster and three years of 
podcasting being noticed as a Thing. Is it as bad or unwarranted as it’s painted? 
Sometimes. In this instance, not at all. Because authors  deserve to be paid for their 
work, in whatever format it comes in and what Amazon are proposing here is a 
workaround that will take money from them even as it helps other people. Whether 
it’s intentional or not is irrelevant. The fact it’s being viewed this way? Tells you 
everything about how undervalued we are in every conceivable marketplace. When 
that changes, everything changes. Captions, regardless of what it does, will not 
make that change a good, or easy one if it goes through. 

And that’s the ditch I’m digging this month. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_EfW9znJYjw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LQFbG0oIbcc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LQFbG0oIbcc


 
Originally published in Not The Fox News on 6th May 2019 

 
Don’t Be Nelson 

 

About once a decade, everything lines up. A half dozen major cultural juggernauts all 
come into land at about the same time and some poor soul is paid to write the 
‘GEEK CULTURE IS OVER. WE SHALL NEVER SEE ITS LIKE AGAIN’ piece. Hey if 
the check clears and the piece doesn’t hurt anyone, go with God. We’re in one of 
those times now. Game of Thrones has under half its super short final season to 
go. Avengers Endgame is all over theaters everywhere and the ninth core Star 
Wars movie has been confirmed as the end of the Skywalker saga. If this was a 
concert, we’d officially be into the ‘Freebird’, ‘Hotel California’, ‘Thrift Shop’, ‘Single 
Ladies’ phase of the night. 

 

https://www.foxspirit.co.uk/not-the-fox-news-dont-be-nelson/
https://www.foxspirit.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/rise.jpg
https://www.foxspirit.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/arya.jpg


These are emotional times. As geeks, as people who are alive in the ocean of digital 
information that 21st century life is, we assemble our armor from what attracts our 
attention. That top line is from Hamilton by way of Brooklyn Nine Nine. I’m writing 
this wearing an Autobot symbol t-shirt, on an iPad with a sticker of Hunk 
from Voltron on the case. Why Hunk? He’s a big, articulate, kind dude who likes 
cooking. Why the Autobot symbol? Have you met me? All this stuff is intellectual 
property, and yes all we do when we interact with culture is keep IP’s alive. Go too 
far with that and you get to the kind of extremism that lives on the outskirts of very 
dark places. But be aware of the dangers of over-investment and culture becomes 
the lock pick for the door of life. You understand the world through the culture you 
use to interact with it. It’s why far left folks in the US default to Harry Potter 
metaphors. It’s why far right folks in the US invoke Newt Gingrich. It’s also why the 
‘don’t politicize fiction’ argument is just a massive Kaiju of willful idiocy, stomping 
across the innocent city of modern life. Like the song goes, yes it’s political, 
everything’s political. 

 

But at the core of any cultural interaction is emotional engagement. Emotional 
engagement is the fuel that drives story, it’s what makes us care about everything 
from soap opera to Shakespeare and everything in between. Stories are mirrors. 
You can’t see what they’re reflecting without truly understanding it and that 
understanding has, as the price of admission, caring. We laugh at Jon Snow kissing 
Dani with one eye open and focused on her dragons. We cry as Leia hugs Rey, 
knowing whatever happens we’ll never see one of them on the big screen again. We 
prepare the rehydration salts for Endgame, as an epochal crew of portrayals 
prepares to take its final bow. We know this will wreck us. We know we’ll learn and 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mcaUer4fuU8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mcaUer4fuU8
https://www.foxspirit.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/endgame.jpg


be stronger in the broken places. HEMINGWAY understood this for God’s sake. But 
the exact people who’d carry his boxing gloves for him and drink only Big Ernie 
approved whiskey seem to have forgotten this lesson. Instead, they listen to this guy. 

 

Don’t do that. 

The last few years have unleashed an impressive barrage of awful phrases onto the 
battered, flaming hulk of the English language. ‘Fake news’ is far and away the worst 
but ‘snowflake’ is the most insidious and, for me, the most toxic. It’s most commonly 
used to attack people who’ve dared to express an emotional response to 
something. Like, for example, not being happy about their rights to exist as humans 
being debated . Or pointing out demonstrable hate speech on a social media platform 
run by a sentient beard who thinks you can minmax yoga . It’s a terrible term, a blunt 
instrument used not just to insult your opponent but insult the very idea of emotional 
engagement. Linguistically, it’s a nuke. Everyone’s got them and they lay waste to 
everything around them. Every time it’s used, someone gets pushed further away. 
It’s a weapon designed to not just mock the idea of emotional engagement but the 
idea of emotional engagement with others. And what’s one of the biggest ways we 
engage with others? 

Shared cultural joy. Fandom. 

Gate-keeping in fandom is, often, what’s for every meal. This particular stripe of it 
instantly pushes my rage buttons because I’m a cishet notional and have fought the 
stiff upper lip my whole life. I was tremendously lucky to have awesome parents who 
weren’t afraid of their own emotional responses. I still took twenty years to realize 
that my emotions were something I was supposed to release in a healthy fashion as 
opposed to burying them. I honestly think this is one of the reasons why the default 
response for so many people is hipster snark. If you laugh at something you push it 
away from you and you focus your attention, and others, on what it is not how it’s 
affected you. That’s understandable. I’ve done it myself, more than once and will 
again. 
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But it never lasts. And it never should. 

Kate Bush once sang just being alive, it can really hurt and she wasn’t lying. Modern 
life is exhausting and at times like this, when the support structures we rely on are 
evolving, it can be even more so. At times like these it’s all too easy to fall back on 
defensive behavior and cover up instead of letting yourself get affected. But affected 
doesn’t always mean hurt, and covering up just means no one else can see you. 
Now more than ever, we all deserve to be seen. 

So, the stiff upper lip is bullshit. Hipster snark is bullshit. Laughing at other people for 
their emotional honesty is bullshit. All clear? Great. I’m off to load up on tissues and 
rehydration salts before seeing Endgame again.  

See you next time. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GJM3-9SbgT4
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The Spielberg/Netflix War 

 

 

So, let’s talk about movies. Specifically, let’s talk about the mildly confusing, and 
somewhat upsetting, news that Steven Spielberg is going to war with Netflix. 
Spielberg, word is, will lobby the Motion Picture Academy to change the rules 
covering the theatrical eligibility period for the Oscars. This is apparently in response 
to Netflix’s growing success at the awards. Spielberg is on record as saying he feels 
Netflix content is better suited to the Emmys because of how it’s delivered and this 
seems to be the next escalation of that belief. Like I say, it’s kind of a downer. Like 
discovering that the cool Uncle who leant you all those great movies thinks the 
internet is a fad and insists on calling it ‘electronic mail.’ I wanted to find out more 
about this, especially as the LOUD WORDS!/Content ratio on this story has been 
way off. Here’s what I dug up. 

Spielberg’s point of view first off. He’s a passionate advocate for the movie theater 
experience . So much so he feels that if a movie isn’t designed to be seen in a 
theater, it’s not really a movie, hence the TV movie/Netflix/Emmy thing. That informs 
his argument now, which is that Netflix is essentially gaming or breaking the system 
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by putting Oscar contenders in theaters for minimum runs to ensure their eligibility. 
And the thing is, he’s right and also wrong. Here’s why. 

He’s right because Netflix is playing the system, in the exact way every distributor 
does but with vast amounts more financial muscle. That breaks down into two sub 
issues. The first is Netflix movies taking up space other films would notionally have. 
The second is the sense of Netflix being the millennials at the gate; kicking the doors 
in, squatting in a movie screen for a week and showing up to the Oscar ceremony in 
a hoodie. The only one of those problems which actually needs attention paid to it is 
the first and the rumored proposal would certainly do… something. Apparently, the 
plan is to extend the minimum eligibility requirement to a month in theaters. It’s not 
actually going to do anything substantial, because Netflix paid $100 million for 
another year of streaming Friends the same way you pay for a Freddo. But it’ll cost 
them money and that’s a line in the sand. Even if a big red N shaped tank is going to 
roll straight over it.  As for the millennials at the gate, honestly, my one response is 
‘Good.’ And to see if there’s a quick release switch. 

Spielberg’s right about the theatrical experience too. I love the movies, even taking 
the eternal gamble of ‘Will the audience be terrible?’ into account. When I was a kid 
growing up on a tiny rock it was a magical wall that transported me to other places. 
When I was an adult who hated very nearly everything in his life it was an escape. 
Now, in my ongoing war against becoming a living deadline homunculus, it’s two 
hours off from my head. The movie theater is my church. It’s where my hurt gets 
healed. And the only reason I can manage that is the theater is ten minutes away on 
foot and costs five pounds a ticket. A lot of people aren’t as lucky. Spielberg doesn’t 
seem to be able to see past his privilege in that regard, and that’s the first place he’s 
wrong. 

 

Privilege or idealism also seem to be at the heart of his second mistake. The idea of 
Netflix movies taking up space that ‘proper’ films deserve more on screens and at 
awards is a willful refusal to both acknowledge the minimal times they spend in 
theaters and to see how distribution actually works now. The movie industry, like 
every industry in this entirely-too-late-capitalist hellscape we drag ourselves over is 
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very VERY broken and distribution is a perfect example of that. Revenues shrink, 
blockbusters turn a profit so that’s all theaters show and smaller movies get 
squeezed out long before Netflix drops its designated golden child for the year into a 
half dozen locations for a week.  In those instances, it seems likely the changes 
Spielberg is proposing could damage the very movies he’d view as ‘deserving’ those 
slots more. 

But while I don’t agree with it, I can see how, from Spielberg’s point of view, that 
looks profoundly unfair. Movies not designed for theaters taking up space in 
theaters. Taking spaces that other voices need and deserve more. Plus, this is just 
the beginning and if Netflix isn’t curtailed here, how far will it go? It’s a compelling 
mindset and one that a friend and colleague perfectly summed up by describing 
Netflix as a Super PAC. Their advertising spend for Roma was massive, possibly 
unlawful and makes his point. Money talks. Or in this case, screens. 

 

On the plus side, the millennials may be at the gates, but they’ve brought some 
really cool movies with them. Netflix often enables risky productions to find a home 
and through that home some serious recognition. Ava DuVernay is a vocal advocate 
for them and it’s impossible to argue with her points. In particular that the only picture 
she’s directed that ever received wide international distribution was 13th, and it got 
that release through Netflix.  She’s not alone either, and the platform has done a 
great job of baking diversity in at a programming and creative level in projects 
ranging from Sense8 to 3% and last month’s Oscar winner, Roma. Which, as 
director Alfonso Cuaron pointed out, would have struggled to find a home anywhere 
else. 
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The fact those movies are available at all is a game changer. The fact they’re 
available in your home is another and the closed captioning that’s available on them 
is a third. The existence of streaming services does an undeniably vast amount for 
accessibility in the exact way most theaters simply can’t. Or to put it another way, the 
theatrical experience loses it’s shine when only one screening has closed captions or 
is autism friendly. Even outside those concerns, parents have access to streaming 
libraries and a volume control meaning they can still interact with movies without 
getting a sitter. And a parking space. And tickets. Time and again it comes down to 
money, both personal and corporate. Corporate because Spielberg, with some 
justification, looks at Netflix as paying to play. Personal because sitter, transport and 
ticket are all costs that renders Spielberg’s beloved theaters from an affordable 
necessity to an occasional luxury for most of us. 

But, to quote Billy Crudup in the best Mission: Impossible movie, it’s complicated. 
Because while this plays more than a little like cloud shouting on Spielberg’s part, 
Netflix are far from the wounded innocents they’re being played as here by any 
means. 

First off, they did were a massive part of the death of the DVD rental market. On the 
one hand, industries evolve. On the other, as a former retail worker myself, that 
doesn’t make redundancy suck any less. Especially as Netflix’s own DVD rental 
service is, somehow, still going. 

Then there’s the odd way they pay for movies. Or rather, when they pay for movies. 
Syndication and payment splits between initial costs and box office take are 
commonplace everywhere but Netflix. Instead of paying up front and then after the 
fact, they pay more than most up front. The upside to this is if your movie doesn’t 
perform you’ve still got a payday. The downside is that if your movie performs 
brilliantly, you’ve…got the same payday. It’s less of a gamble but also less of a 
jackpot. It’s also worth noting there’s repeated anecdotal evidence that the residuals 
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actors and crew get from Netflix are very, very low. Like freelancer journalist level 
low. 

 

Not to mention the organizations’ weirdly cagey and almost certainly gamed 
ratings.  And the counter-intuitive gap between Daredevil’s ratings and the decision to 
cancel it .  And the intimidatingly brilliant figures BirdBox figures were so great people 
were openly skeptical. Remember, Netflix is a venture capital backed company. That 
means it’s in their interests to look more valuable than they are. It also means, 
sometime soon, the people who put the initial money up will want a return and if that 
return isn’t high enough, things are going to go badly. Because in the end, with 
venture capital backers, they always do.  As a mildly chilling side note to this, Netflix 
paid very close attention to what choices people made through Bandersnatch and 
they aren’t saying how long they’re holding onto the data or why.  All of which means 
even if Netflix isn’t the bad guy, and on at least two fronts it absolutely is, it certainly 
understands a lot of the bad guy’s viewpoints and feels we should hear him out. 

So, we opened this piece with Cool Uncle Fights The Internet, which is a headline 
no one wants to read. Here’s what it looks like now: 

Cool Uncle Fights What He Thinks Is The Good Fight For The Wrong Reasons 
Against Morally Bankrupt But Creatively Game Changing Mega-Corporation 

It’s not punchy but it’s way more accurate. Discriminating against ‘TV movies’ 
doesn’t hold weight anymore and hasn’t for this entire century. Netflix isn’t going 
anywhere even if the Academy shuts it out of the Oscars. More importantly, for 
Spielberg to focus on this is inherently conservative and backward facing at the 
exact time when the #metoo and 4% Challenge movements could do so much more 
with someone like him in their corner. Hell even if he didn’t want to throw his power 
behind them, the best way to save the theatrical experience he loves so much is to 
help change the economic model behind movie theaters to reflect the changing way 
people watch films. Build the future, don’t defend the past. To be clear, I think the 
fact he wants to protect movie theaters is admirable. But he’s in the wrong field, he’s 
yelling at the wrong people and he’s facing the wrong way. 
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Then there’s Netflix. The simple fact they’re a global entertainment mega-corporation 
should make them basically impossible to back or trust but we live in a world of 
occasionally slumbering Corporate Kaiju whose tectonic movements affect us like 
the weather and offer us about the same control so Cultural Stockholm Syndrome is 
very much a thing. I love a lot of what they do. I hate a lot of how they go about doing 
it and perhaps if this fight indirectly makes them more honest, that would be a good 
thing. But I can’t help feeling there are better, more necessary fights for everyone 
involved. And the time to have them is long overdue. 


